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Vale Valley Vivant
The Voice is extremely saddened to
report that its editor for the past
16 years passed away at his home in
Rectory Way on Wednesday evening
August 26, 2015.
Carl was diagnosed with cancer about
two years ago. The manner in which he
fought this disease can only be described
as heroic. It was not going to beat him
and any conversation was about the
future – how to make the Voice even
better, and what new initiatives would
benefit the Valley Community.
While the disease took a tremendous toll on
him physically, he retained his mental
alertness and sense of humour right to the
end. Woe betide the nurse or carer who
didn’t live up to Carl’s expectations by being
too noisy, or by being over-familiar. Even in
his last days, anyone who visited him usually
left with a list of tasks that Carl believed
would benefit the Valley Community,
something about which he was very
passionate. Carl even worked on this latest
edition.
When Carl first came to the Valley he
immediately became involved in the Valley
Voice. He soon assumed the role of editor
and quickly brought to bear his expertise and
experience in editing and publishing what has
become an essential part of the Valley.
While many others have contributed
significantly to the Voice Carl has been the
mainstay of the whole production ensuring
eleven copies come out each year on time.
The Voice would probably not have been
such a high quality production without Carl’s
dedication and enthusiasm over the past 16
years. He took great pride in each edition,
but especially in ones like July 2015 which
celebrated the Voice’s 21st birthday.
Carl was born in New Zealand in 1937. He
grew up in Lower Hutt near Wellington and

Values of the Valley
observe the mist that trundles in,
like soggy cotton balls
in waves,
as for battalions form.
the mist absorbs the valley,
protects it fiercely,
in nature’s war against intrusion,
nestling first in fertile groves,
then nuzzling banks of silver streams,
that feed into the river,
under cloaks of moistured sheen,
caressing tallest trees,
coiled like wreaths around the native fern,
providing life support,
for all the urchins of the valley floor,
forever nourished in such ways,
without dead controls,
from stifling hands,
sustaining character and form,
in generous costumed veils,
that enrich without selective favour,
all those who are blessed in being here,
to greet each day the watery dawn.
Carl Leddy, Kangaroo Valley
(written on his first visit)
October 1995

was first employed by a timber company and a
wool buying firm. He and his family moved to
Australia permanently in 1963.
Eventually he purchased a suburban
newspaper that covered the St Mary’s area of
Sydney and expanded his interests until the
Star Newspapers also covered the
Campbelltown, Mt Druitt and Penrith areas.
He eventually sold out to Packer’s PBL at which
time he accepted a job with the Penrith
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Panthers, of which the Star Newspapers
had been a major sponsor. After a
number of years with the Panthers he
took up consulting in the Sydney and
South Coast Areas.
He represented his country of birth in
Hockey in the sixties, and he continued
playing in his country of adoption
representing Australia at the Masters
World Cup held in Utrecht in 1998. This
was the first time the Kookaburras,
Hockeyroos and Grandmasters all played
their world cup competition at the same
venue.
Carl’s first visit to the Valley in 1995 was
as a result of his love of poetry. He had
been invited to run a poetry evening at
Buckley’s Restaurant, which was located
in the old timber building on Kangaroo
Valley Road opposite the tennis courts.
Continued on page 2
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There is no editorial this month as Carl was not able to
prepare one . As a mark of respect it has been excluded.
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Continued from page 1
On first driving down Barrengarry Road he
was so inspired by its beauty that he wrote
the poem Values of the Valley that
introduces this obituary. He was so
impressed with the Valley that he decided
to stay and this poetry evening was
followed by a regular series entitled Writers
of the Valley, which attracted people from
as far afield as the Blue Mountains.
He and Larraine Hahlos, his beloved partner
for the last 18 years, moved into Clereville
in Cedar Springs Road where they ran a very
successful B&B for a number of years before
selling up and moving into the Village where
they have run the Gallery for the last 8 years
or so. At the Gallery Carl has sat behind the
counter minding the shop and working on
the Voice, while Larraine has pursued her
passion for painting, including running art
classes for interested locals. It was an ideal
arrangement.
About a year ago they purchased a lovely

property in Rectory Way, which they have
renovated in a manner that enabled Carl to
remain at home for most of his illness, only
going to hospital when treatment demanded
it. Larraine, assisted by professional carers
and some close friends, has been able to care
for him much as Carl had wanted.
Carl and Larraine were among the first to
welcome new arrivals to the Valley. No-one
remained a stranger to them. They hosted
many a dinner where newcomers were
introduced to longer term Valley residents
and from which many close friendships have
developed.
Carl is survived by Larraine, his six children
(Andrew, Brendan, Graham, Kate, Marion
and Mark) from an earlier marriage,
18 grandchildren and 6 great grandchildren.
He will be sorely missed by them and all his
friends in the Valley who so admired him for
what he stood for and for what he
contributed to Valley Life.

Carl Leddy’s love for the valley and this paper was unquestionable
and this seems a fitting place, from his virtual desk, to beg the
question … “where to from here?”… a question Carl himself posed
in the July 21st Anniversary edition of the Voice.
Carl has left a great legacy to this valley. The Voice has become an
institution and something that we all look forward to each month.
What new chapter is waiting to be written? The team at the Voice
is keen to hear your view. If you have any ideas please make
contact through the Voice (thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au) and
we will set up a meeting in the coming weeks.
The Voice Team

Letters to the Editor
All letters must be signed by
the writer and give both
business and home phone
numbers so letters can be
verified if necessary.
The writer’s name will be
published with the letter.
Mail to :

The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577

Or
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

The Editor

BMX Track
My staff team would like to put work into
developing what are affectionately referred
to as the ‘Red Shed Tracks’. This will raise
some conservative eyebrows, but we want it
to be a community consulted approach.
We are not building a racing downhill BMX
monstrosity.
(Continued page 4)
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Anzac Day Time Capsule
Saturday 15th August was an historic
day in Kangaroo Valley. The ANZAC
Time Capsule was laid down at the
Pioneer Village Museum with typical
community enthusiasm.
Joan Bray welcomed the gathering,
Madison Walker and James Good
spoke on behalf of the primary school
and Nick and Matthew Chittick, Olivia
Harvey and Ben Stapleton represented
the older students.
Lorraine Mairinger delivered a tribute to
Franz Mairinger OAM whose brainchild this
project was, and to the strains of ‘The
Flowers of the Forest’ - a Scottish lament,
courtesy of our renowned piper, Roger
Chapman - the rather large capsule was
lowered into an even larger hole. Another
tune, from WW1, followed - ‘The Road to
Passchendaele’. Thank you Roger.
Everyone was invited to sprinkle a handful
of sand over the top, and later Garth Chittick
used his machinery to finish the bedding
down. It now lies snugly in the earth of
Kangaroo Valley.
Garth had dug the hole earlier in the week,
and it was quite a feat as he struck rock
60cm down. Thanks Garth for persevering
and tidying the site afterwards.
Also thank you to Derek Lucas for organising
the official plaque and the sandstone rock
courtesy of stonemason, Brent Clarke.
Everyone associated with the project
worked as a team and achieved a
memorable result.
Thirty years will elapse before the rebirthing, and it is hoped another generation

of young people and some of the present
community will be present on 15th August
2045. This will be the 100th Anniversary of
the end of WW11 – VP Day.
Simon Harrington AM, who is determined to
be present for this occasion, spoke of the
changes he is expecting to see in the Valley,
and Garth Chittick added his thoughts and
hopes for a peaceful community living in a
more peaceful world than today.
For those of us who may not be present, due
to the constraints of mortality, we can only
echo these sentiments and be proud of being
here today and being part of the ceremony.
The capsule not only contains memorabilia of
the 2015 Anzac Day, including a professional
video of the activities from set-up to the
family day, but also remembrances of past
Services from 2000 onwards. Art work,
programmes, lots of photos, thoughtful
comments from members of the community
and significant reminders of how we lived as
a community in 2015, have been included.
There is also a special item on the ‘life and
times’ of Bill Lawson, our oldest Valleyite and
veteran, who passed away aged 102, on July
4th. A gentleman and a legend.
The ANZAC Committee are quietly proud of
the inspiring Service that has evolved over
the last 15 years, and acknowledge the
dedication of those who for all the years
since 1916 have striven to ensure this
important day and its significance was never
overlooked or forgotten.
Thank you to the present committee, Lance
Brown, Lorraine Mairinger, Derek Lucas,
Allan Harvey, Simon Harrington, Eileen
Rebbeck and Trish Sherbourne - a dedicated

group of men and women.
To all members of the community, who
support and help to ensure ANZAC Day is
memorable in Kangaroo Valley, and to Carl
and the Voice, for unfailing generous
coverage of the event, we sincerely record
our gratitude and thanks.
Joan Bray
The first Anzac Service was held at Tel el
Kebir on the 25th April 1916. Mona's turned
out the entire brigade at 6.45am.
Every man who served at Gallipoli wore a blue
ribbon on their right breast. Those such as
Monash, who also took part in the initial
landing, were allowed to wear a red ribbon as
well. “How few of us are left” he noted “who
are entitled to wear both.”
The 2015 Anzac Service saw the largest
attendance ever noted, and was a fitting
tribute to those who served at Gallipoli, both
the Australian and New Zealand national
anthems reminded us of the close link we
have with New Zealand that continues today.
‘The war to end all wars’ did not happen, and
conflict has continued in many different ways
from outright war to small ethnic cleansing!
All around the globe mankind has developed
weapons that can obliterate and make our
planet uninhabitable for human existence.
When this is opened on 15th August 2045, I
pray that all will be living in a sustainable
environment with clean water and food for
all inhabitants, where the individual is
important and freedom of expression
allowed.
Garth Chittick, President,
Kangaroo Valley Historical Society
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Letters to the Editor
(Continued from page 2)
For all intents and purposes it’s really a
multipurpose track that takes in terrain to
make the most of a slope. It is not a jumps
circuit. It’s as much a dog walking track as a
MTB circuit. I have sent the following email
to Council:
"Dear Council. I represent a small group of
local mountain bikers who are very keen to
develop a shared pathway through a section
of council owned land. There already exist a
very rough walking trail that snakes through
the area. The area in question is what was
described to me on the phone as Lot 61 Moss
Vale rd. The plot between Jenanter drive and
the Kangaroo River. We would like to go
through a process of community consultation
and have already begun this with local
residents. My business has been involved in
the construction of several local regional
mountain bike tracks and walking tracks on
private property and are willing to contribute
significant time and resources to the project.
We would like to know what process is
required to undertake such a project on
council land?
The shared path would be accessible to all
ages and represents another option for
community engagement and exercise in our
small town.
Mark McLennan
(Delicious Gardens, Kangaroo Landscaping)”
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It is worth noting that the track proposed is
not a BMX track or some extreme downhill
track, but rather a simple winding multi-use
track. The uni-directional track means there
are no clash of users. I don’t want residents
to feel threatened by the future
development of any mountain bike track. It
is worth pointing out that the council’s built
track circuit more or less opposite Bendeela
Road is unusable and built by someone who
had no idea what it is like to ride a bike. It
doesn’t get used because it is unrideable. It
doesn’t need to be an eye sore or a ‘jumps
park’, more a terrain feature to enjoy and
train.
The area has no real significance and has
been used to dump cars and was once a
gravel pit. I would appreciate any feedback
from locals on our proposed track. Please
email me at info@deliciousgardens.com.au.
Mark McLennan

The Editor

ANZAC Time Capsule
Saturday 15th August was an historic day in
Kangaroo Valley. The ANZAC Time Capsule
was laid down at the Pioneer Village
Museum with typical community
enthusiasm.
Joan Bray welcomed the gathering, Madison
Walker and James Good spoke on behalf of
the primary school and Nick and Matthew
Chittick, Olivia Harvey and Ben Stapleton
represented the older students.
Lorraine Mairinger delivered a tribute to
Franz Mairinger OAM whose brainchild this
project was, and to the strains of ‘The
Flowers of the Forest’ - a Scottish lament,
courtesy of our renowned piper, Roger
Chapman - the rather large capsule was
lowered into an even larger hole. Another
tune, from WW1, followed - ‘The Road to
Passchendaele’. Thank you Roger.
Everyone was invited to sprinkle a handful
of sand over the top, and later Garth
Chittick used his machinery to finish the
bedding down. It now lies snugly in the
earth of Kangaroo Valley.
Garth had dug the hole earlier in the week,
and it was quite a feat as he struck rock
60cm down. Thanks Garth for persevering
and tidying the site afterwards.
Also thank you to Derek Lucas for organising
the official plaque and the sandstone rock
courtesy of stonemason, Brent Clarke.
Everyone associated with the project
worked as a team and achieved a
memorable result.
Thirty years will elapse before the rebirthing, and it is hoped another generation
of young people and some of the present
community will be present on 15th August
2045. This will be the 100th Anniversary of
the end of WW11 – VP Day.
Simon Harrington AM, who is determined to
be present for this occasion, spoke of the
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hopes for a peaceful community living in a
more peaceful world than today.
For those of us who may not be present, due
to the constraints of mortality, we can only
echo these sentiments and be proud of being
here today and being part of the ceremony.
The capsule not only contains memorabilia of
the 2015 Anzac Day, including a professional
video of the activities from set-up to the
family day, but also remembrances of past
Services from 2000 onwards. Art work,
programmes, lots of photos, thoughtful
comments from members of the community
and significant reminders of how we lived as
a community in 2015, have been included.
There is also a special item on the ‘life and
times’ of Bill Lawson, our oldest Valleyite and
veteran, who passed away aged 102, on July
4th. A gentleman and a legend.
The ANZAC Committee are quietly proud of
the inspiring Service that has evolved over
the last 15 years, and acknowledge the
dedication of those who for all the years
since 1916 have striven to ensure this
important day and its significance was never
overlooked or forgotten.
Thank you to the present committee, Lance
Brown, Lorraine Mairinger, Derek Lucas,
Allan Harvey, Simon Harrington, Eileen
Rebbeck and Trish Sherbourne - a dedicated
group of men and women.
To all members of the community, who
support and help to ensure ANZAC Day is
memorable in Kangaroo Valley, and to Carl
and the Voice, for unfailing generous
coverage of the event, we sincerely record
our gratitude and thanks.
Joan Bray

More ANZAC Day
Time Capsule Ceremony
and ANZAC Reflections
Pages 5, 6, 21 and 22
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The ANZAC Time Capsule
Today, as we’ve heard, we’ve interred a
considerable amount of material
concerning how we in the Valley have
commemorated Anzac Day over the last
decade or so, but with a particular focus
on 2015, the centenary of the Anzac
landings.
I am sure the people who, in 30 years
time, will be the next to lay their eyes on
the contents of this time capsule will be
amused by them. However, there will
probably be less that will have changed
in how we will be commemorating Anzac
Day in 2045 than in almost any other
aspect of life. The Last Post, Reveille, the
National Anthems, In Flanders Field, the
march down the road, the fly past, the
commemorative address, the wreath
layings, the primary school’s involvement
will probably all still be part of the
service. Many other elements of life in
the Valley will have changed far more.
It’s easy to not notice how things change day
by day, and it’s only when you look back over
a long period of time that you really realise
how different things have become. Perhaps
the best way to gain some inkling of how
much things will have changed when this
capsule will re-emerge is to look at what was
happening 30 years ago. Even then the rate
of change is increasing, so the differences
between now and 2045 may well be greater
than those between 1985 and now. In 1985:
The world’s first artificial heart transplant
occurred.

Nelson Mandela was still incarcerated. He
wasn’t released for another five years. It
was another nine years before Apartheid
was abolished in South Africa.
Mikhail Gorbachev became General
Secretary of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, which led to its breakup five
years later. The Soviets were still fighting in
Afghanistan, and did so for four more
years.
Ownership of Uluru National Park was
transferred to the local Aboriginal
community.
The Tommy Hilfiger brand first hit the
stores.
The first Australian Grand Prix was held (in
Adelaide).
The first autofocus single lens reflex
camera went on sale.
But perhaps the greatest changes have
been in Information Technology:
Home computers were a real novelty.
Hardly anyone had one, and most people
were skeptical about their utility - their
capacity was measured in kilobytes, not
gigabytes or even tetrabytes of today’s
much smaller and user-friendly machines.
The first Nintendo game was released in
1985 – as was the first version of Windows.
While there was very limited connectivity
between universities in 1985, the internet
didn’t really come into its own in Australia
for another ten years when the World Wide
Web emerged.
Australia's first hand-held mobile phone
call was still two years away - in February
1987. And all you could do with the Bricks

(as they were so appropriately nicknamed)
was to make a voice telephone call – no
SMS, no Apps, no calendar or any of the
other features available on today’s smart
phones.
So I’m looking forward to seeing what will
have changed in 30 years time when the
contents of this capsule will next be seen. I
intend to be here. I will be 97, kept alive
partly by far better medical practices and
procedures. I’ll be able to get here without
any assistance using my driverless vehicle, or
perhaps even a pilotless drone or helicopter.
I will speak to it to tell it where I want to go.
How cool will that be! Power for whatever it
is will come from renewable energy stored in
batteries that are dramatically more efficient
than those of today. If it is a helicopter it
won’t have to worry about getting entangled
in power lines, as we will generate power
locally and the electricity grid will have gone
the way of the dinosaur.
As I make my way through the Valley I will
see a thriving farming community, as
agriculture will have become even more
critical to the Australian economy than it is
now, and rich farming land like we have in
the Valley will be treasured and conserved
for agricultural use. Eco-tourism will also be
flourishing, and there will also be a large
population of people working from home
thanks to interconnectivity being far far
greater than today.
We are very lucky to be living in the Valley
today. Those of us who will be here in 30
years will be even luckier.
Simon Harrington

I feel very honoured to place this time capsule today. My late
husband Franz Mairinger suggested this idea originally; therefore
Joan Bray thought it appropriate for me to carry this out today.
Franz was MC at the Anzac Service after Gordon Douglas left
Kangaroo Valley approximately ten years ago. He felt very proud
to MC the Service, and under Joan’s leadership this committee
deliver a very memorable day for the whole community.
The Lions Club have supported the committee since it formed, and after
Franz died I was invited to join the committee.
Before I do I would just like to thank all the committee, especially Joan
Bray who drives the Anzac Commemoration Service in Kangaroo Valley
each year. Our committee is only small, but it has been a team effort with
each person carrying out our various tasks. The last 15 years we have all
seen this grow each year, and it is a Service that we can all be very proud
of. It has always involved the whole community, both young and old.
I would now like to ask Joan Bray and the children from the Chittick, Good
and Walker Families to assist me in placing the time capsule, as without
Joan Bray this would not have eventuated with the same ease.
I hope when this is opened in 2045 you enjoy the material/history we
have put together, and that Kangaroo Valley is still as wonderful as it is
today.
Thank you.
Lorraine Mairinger
Lorraine Mairinger
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ANZAC Day ~ Reflections
As a new Kangaroo Valley resident,
having re-located here in 2006 after
over 29 years service in the Royal
Australian Navy causing my family and
me to be modern-day ‘global gypsies’, I
was both proud and humbled to be
asked to give the memorial speech at
the 2007 ANZAC Day parade.
Whilst much of my speech covered the
key events of the fateful Gallipoli
campaign and paid homage to the wartime sacrifices of Navy, Army, Air Force
and support personnel from Australia,
New Zealand and other like-minded
nations during our recent history, it also
featured a key theme that I will discuss
further below.
My theme stemmed from the notion that
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commemorations on days such as ANZAC
Day do not aim to glorify war. Rather, such
days rightly focus on remembering the
extraordinary deeds performed by ordinary
people fighting to preserve the freedoms
enjoyed by modern nations after centuries of
struggle. This entirely appropriate theme
inspired my short, but hopefully useful,
inaugural speech in Kangaroo Valley, which
featured some quotes from a speech made
by John Gorton, shortly after his return from
World War 2 active service on 3 April 1946,
at a welcome home for returned servicemen
and women from his district. Notably his
speech, given only three weeks before the
first ANZAC Day after World War 2, focused
not on winning the war, but winning the
peace. Noting that the inspiring words he
espoused on that day set out the credo of his
future political career, I consider that they
are profound, enduring and as relevant in the
21st century as they were 70 years ago, as we
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strive for a happy, healthy, fair, secular and
tolerant society that offers opportunity for
all, with such opportunity needing to be
cherished and, when necessary, vigorously
defended:
“I believe that the returned serviceman
wishes us to secure for all men that
economic freedom which we have never had,
and to which all who are willing to work are
surely entitled. We must remove from the
minds of men the fear of poverty as the
result of illness, or accident, or old age. We
must turn our schools into institutions which
will produce young men and women avid for
further education and increased knowledge.
We must raise the material standard of living
so that all children can grow up with
sufficient space and light and proper
nourishment; so that women may be freed
from domestic drudgery; and so that those
scientific inventions which are conducive to a
more gracious life may be brought within the
means of all. We must raise the spiritual
standard of living so that we may get a spirit
of service to the community and so that we
may live together without hate, even though
we differ on the best road to reach our
objectives. And we must do all this without
losing that political freedom which has cost
us so dearly, and without which these tasks
cannot be accomplished.”
As we find ourselves continuing to be
embroiled in a number of conflicts around
the globe, each of which is driven by a
hunger for power, whether through political,
religious, personal or financial advantage, the
one thing that sustains my commitment to
military service is the Gorton credo – I
advocate the principles espoused therein to
all who seek to keep the ANZAC legend alive,
because doing so means that we can work
together to win the peace every day.
Captain Tony Neville Aldred CSC, RAN

A DVD featuring the entire
proceedings of
ANZAC Day 2015,
in the Valley,
is now available.
You may place your orders
with Joan Bray
joanbray @bigpond.com
tel 44651 851
Cost is $35 plus postage
if out of the Village.
A combined order will be
placed with Sebastian Giunta
end of 1st week in September .
The Anzac Badge is also
available, cost $5, if you
missed ordering
with the initial shipment.
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Vale John Patrick Healy
1940 - 2015

On Sunday 16th August family and
friends of John Patrick Healy gathered at
the Pioneer Museum to reminisce and
scatter his ashes as he had requested in
Kangaroo Valley.
As a valued and reliable volunteer at the
museum for many years, a regular attendee
of the trivia nights, and as a “local” of some
15 years in Kangaroo Valley, John’s friends
and relations raised their glasses in a toast to
John as family scattered his ashes from the
John Walker Memorial Bridge.

See page 50

The 14th and very last Buster Keaton Show
Saturday 26th September - see page 9

Page 7
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VIEW Club report
A family trip to Ethiopia to meet their
World Vision sponsorship child seemed
like a good idea at the time. Family and
friends disagreed and with Ebola, plane
crashes, terrorists and wars in the news
Jane and Neil Gripper and children
Audrey, Angus and Jemima might have
been nervous wrecks when they left,
but they went to Africa anyway. Except
for Zanzibar they never felt unsafe and
found their trip very rewarding,
interesting and life-changing.
Jane was our speaker at the August
luncheon. She engaged us with the
journey they took, first to Tanzania to
stay at Gemma Sisia’s amazing School of
St Jude, next they went on safari and
then onto Ethiopia to visit their World
Vision sponsored child Tsigereda.
The School of St Jude welcomes visitors and
arranges for stays. Gemma, an Australian
teacher, started this school 12 years ago with
one teacher and ten children. She married a
Tanzanian named Richard, whose father gave
them a cornfield to start a school. This school
is charity funded and it was through the
charity fund-raising effort of an Australian
doctor, June Canavan, that the school first
came to Jane’s notice. June set out to raise
$50,000 for the school and was tragically
killed in a plane crash. Her friends took up the
fund-raising task and raised $150,000. (The
June Canavan Foundation).
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The school now has over 1,800 children of the
poorest and brightest children in the region of
Arusha. It employs 400 Tanzanians. There are
150 teachers comprising Tanzanians and
International Teacher Mentors and ESL
Specialists. The aim is to fight poverty through
education. Tanzania is one of the poorest
countries of the world. The poverty is
endemic. (www.schoolofstjude.org).
Arriving in Addis Ababa, the capital of
Ethiopia, was to enter a chaotic and frantic
city. Long traffic jams gave them time to study
the locals and test the children’s patience.
The people were lovely, very warm and
welcoming, greeting the family with robust
hugs. They travelled at first to visit the Rift
Valley, which amazed them with the
abundance of food and its fertility.
Unfortunately, lack of infrastructure and safe
storage means the food does not reach where
it is needed.
Tsigereda lives in a village in the mountains in
a grass, bamboo and mud hut. As they
approached the village, local people started
gathering and welcoming them and the air
was filled with noisy excitement. Jane and her
family came away very impressed with the
work of World Vision and the way it is making
a big difference in children’s lives. The money
given to support a child goes not just to the
child and their family but also to the village,
and is managed very carefully by World Vision
for best outcomes for all the village children.
Jane and Neil felt rewarded when they saw
World Vision in action.
(www.worldvision.com.au). If people wish to
meet their sponsored child, World Vision
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arranges for the visit and for
accommodation etc.
We thank Jane for sharing her uplifting
story. We are still collecting for our
Christmas Gourmet Goodies Raffle. A
special thanks to these generous donors:
Kangaroo Valley Woodcrafts, Kangaroo
Valley Olives, Kangaroo Valley Fudge
House, Banksia Park Oil, Kangaroo Valley
Pizzeria & Takeaway, Kangaroo Valley
General Store, Paula & Mick Woodney,
Yarrawa Estate Wines, Serious Salsa,
Kangaroo Valley Pharmacy, The Friendly
Grocer Service Station, Sue Pfafflin and The
Nostalgia Factory. Further donations will be
greatly appreciated – please contact Paula
at the Kangaroo Valley Fudge House.
The next VIEW Club meeting and luncheon
will be held on Friday 11th September at
Bistro One46 -11.30am for 12 noon.
Members please phone Sue Pfafflin on
4465 1136 or email her at
suebarrypfaf@bigpond.com before 6pm on
the Monday before the lunch if you are
unable to attend. It is necessary for us to
provide Bistro One46 with accurate
numbers for our luncheon; otherwise our
club will be charged.
New members and guests are welcome. If
you are considering joining Kangaroo
Valley VIEW Club you are welcome to
attend our luncheon as a guest.
Please phone our Vice-President Paula
Woodney on 4465 1375 for details.

Jeannette Dumbrell
Publicity Officer
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The 14th and very last Buster Keaton Show
A regular feature of Kangaroo
Valley's cultural calendar for
the past 13 years or so has
been the Annual Buster
Keaton Silent Movie Show,
starring pianist Robert
Constable.
This year's show, at 7.30pm on
Saturday September 26 in the
Hall, will be the last. Probably.
Almost certainly. Pretty much
definitely.
But what a swan-song it will be!
The highlight will undoubtedly be
the world première of Libby
Turnock's new film "At the
Movies". Our own Margaret and
David (Diana Jaffray and Nigel
Lewis) will present and review
three dance movies: re-edited
versions of last year's "Black
Swan" and "Strictly Ballroom”,
plus a brand new film, a homegrown Valley version of "Dirty
Dancing".
It will be a showcase of the
Valley's acting talent, and very
very funny.
Final scenes are being shot and
edited as we speak.
The other film on the bill will be
Buster Keaton's 1924 feature "The

Navigator", one of his best. It
was also his biggest
commercial success. Funny as a
fit, it’s shamelessly politically
incorrect (but not seen as such
in 1924).
When wealthy Rollo Treadway
and his neighbour Betsy
O'Brien try to escape, fierce
natives attacking their ship,
which has grounded on the
natives' tropical island, the
dinghy they are on starts to
sink. But just when all seems
lost, a navy submarine surfaces
right underneath them and
they are saved. Happy ending!
In addition to the films, local
actor and chanteuse Jilly
O'Dowd will combine with
Robert Constable to present a
bracket of cabaret songs, a real
treat.
This is, as it has always been, a
fundraiser for the Kangaroo
Valley-Remexio Partnership
and its projects in East Timor. A
good cause!
Tickets ($25, $10 (under 16
only)) are available from the
General Store. Enquiries: 4465
1299.
Martin Wesley-Smith

Valley volunteers honoured
for services to Pioneer Farm

Elaine Apperley and Bruno Henke receiving
certificates of appreciation from Gareth Ward MP
for over ten years’ service to Pioneer Museum.
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Kangaroo Valley Preschool was honoured to
be invited to contribute to the ANZAC Time
Capsule.
Our contribution included a copy of the Mem
Fox picture book “Wilfred Gordon McDonald
Partridge”, which explores the theme of
“Memory.” The story has been read and
discussed in our classroom. The children have
shared their own special memories as well as
discussing the memories of the character
Miss Nancy. Her sad memory of her brother
going to the war and not coming home
initiated some serious preschool level
discussions about the concept of war and
remembering. “Lest We Forget.”
Healthy Harold has been in town and the
preschoolers were delighted to visit him in his
caravan. The children learn about the importance
3
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of good nutrition and exercise, sun safety,
personal hygiene and rest when they visit the
Life Education Van. This perfectly complements
the learning about health and wellbeing they
receive through the preschool curriculum.
Thank you to everyone who contributed to the
“Cabaret de la Panthère Noire”, especially the
performers who donated their time and talents.
Big thanks to Sean Kramer, Michelle Greber,
Scott Dibley, Billy Hamburger, Steven White,
Lorina Gore and our MC Lance Brown and
auctioneer Chris Treuen. Thank you to everyone
who donated to the prizes. Thanks also to
everyone who cooked, decorated and tidied up.
Thank you to Pat Powell and Fiona Nelson for
all your work running the bar. Will there be
another sighting of the Black Panther? Only
time will tell.
Jacinta Powell

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A hug for Harold
Wilfred Gordon McDonald Partridge
Teeth cleaning
Reading
Learning about sun safety
4

4
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Scouts active in Kangaroo Valley again
Earlier in February this year, 1st
Kangaroo Valley Scouts became
active again when Nicholas Carlile
and Gary Thomas took on a bunch
of (mostly) new scouts fresh from
1st KV Cubs.
The first semester program was
mostly to get these kids inducted
into the new world of scouting.
Everything from learning useful
knots and camp-stove cooking to
dealing with sharp camping
implements and coming to grips
with the Scout Patrol system was
covered.
Above left: Scout Hayden Muffet leads
the way across the icy Yarrunga Creek
Below: Rest break on the way to
Griffins Farm

In June the scout group went on their
first overnight camp, carrying all gear
including food, tent and clothes to
Griffins Farm in Morton National Park.
This success will be followed up by
further adventures ‘under canvas’. Any
youth in the Valley between 10 ½ and 15
years of age are welcome to join us.
Meetings are at the Kangaroo Valley
Public School at 7 p.m. on Monday
nights during school term with camps
throughout the year.

If you are interested
in joining or assisting
as an adult helper
please contact
Nicholas Carlile
44460591.

An update on Rockfield Park
The JRPP determination meeting, planned
for 27 August did not go ahead and has been
deferred until a later date, possibly in
September.
Intervention by Pam Allan, Chair of the JRPP,
has forced Shoalhaven Council to admit that
they were unlikely to have their report
finalised in sufficient time for the set date.
As you are aware, I have been asking council
this question for the last six weeks [as at 10
August] and on each occasion, even a week
back, they refused to give any indication
except to say that, so long as they had the
report to the JRPP even a week before, there
was no reason why the meeting could not go
ahead. This was an untenable situation that
put us at a great disadvantage with
insufficient time to study council’s report,
prepare to talk with councillors and prepare
our submission presentations to the JRPP.
There still is no indication at this time when
the report will be finalised, but at least we
have some breathing space. I will continue to
pressure council about the report’s timing.
Some have asked for an email address for the
JRPP so that they can start sending
submissions to the JRPP members: see below.
If you have the time you can start sending
these now and copy in Shoalhaven Council.
Subject your emails “RA14/1004 Rockfield
Park”. You can use parts of the the latest flyer
“Summary of Critical Issues in RA14/1004”, or
you can rehash your original submissions that
you sent to Shoalhaven Council.
The JRPP email address is
kim.holt@planning.nsw.gov.au
Thanks for your ongoing support. As always
contact me if you have any questions.
Fred Owen

Weather watching
by the fire

only at…
The Lookout
Cambewarra Mountain

new winter menu

warm fire

unparalleled views

open 7 days
Sat & Sun - breakfast with the birds from 8:00am
Cambewarra Lookout Rd, off Tourist Rd 4465 1321
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On behalf of the Lions club we share in the
valley’s loss of a great editor, friend and
supporter of our community. We are very
much a richer community because of Carl’s
leadership of the Voice and the team by
consistently delivering each month a high
quality publication. The club extends their
condolences to Larraine and their families.
The community survey is now closed. To those
of you who contributed, many thanks and be
assured that your collective voices have been
heard. The returned surveys will be sent to
our club excellence external facilitator who
will present a report and proposal for your
club. We will share this with you when it is
available.
At our last meeting Helen tabled a very full
agenda of activity for the club in the coming
months. One of these is celebrating
Halloween - remembering that the meaning
and purpose of the festival as a broad set of
meanings. This broad set of meanings fits
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with the direction that Helen has set by
working with other community groups, some
with diverse objectives, but with the end game
being the same: a better community.
Discussions have already progressed with the
KVTA, and other discussions are planned with
a range of community groups.
Some of the activities planned are a return to
some of the more traditional offerings, with a
heavy focus on our local community and
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building back more unity. September is also
the month when our community BBQs are
back at the old Red & White. The next one
will be on the 19th September, from about
10.30am, and then it will be routinely the
third Saturday of each month. Come along
and say Good Aye. As a club we would like
to welcome Meredith Rodden to our family
as our newest member.
Until next time, Jason Horton

Dirty
Dancing

Kangaroo Valley
style
See you at the
world premiere
KV Hall ~
September 26
KANGAROO VALLEY FIREWOOD
Seasoned Wood DELIVERED
and STACKED
Split to size to fit your fireplace or stove

2 cubic metres $250

We can come to you and
cut up and split your fallen trees

Price on application.

Call Jamie: 0412 424 069 / 4465 2520
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Little Shop opens on September 4th
Yes, the musical Little Shop of Horrors
opens at the Mittagong Playhouse on
September 4th.
It’s a black comedy about the important
things in life - love, greed, a man-eating
plant and world domination … but mostly
about love and greed.
The music is a fabulous combination of 50s
Rock and Roll with hilariously dark lyrics think “Grease” meets “Sweeney Todd”.

Local boy Pat Powell gets to ham it up in a
variety of roles in this rollicking show which
will be performed at the Mittagong
Playhouse on September 4th-19th. Evening
performances are on Fridays and Saturdays,
with 2pm Matinees spread over different
Saturdays and Sundays. For bookings,
phone Denise Gordon on 0423985945, or go
on-line at www.trybooking.com/115117.
Pat Powell as Skip Snip

The evening was a great success.
The entertainers were fantastic
and the event has raised much
needed funds for the pre-school.
Thanks to all who helped put the
event together and who donated
time, talents and goods … and to all
those who came along to enjoy the
evening.
Photos courtesy of
Vanessa Jane Photography

Wildlife Rescue
South Coast (WRSC)
formerly NANA
tel no
0418 427 214
covers Kangaroo
Valley and South
Coast to Ulladulla.
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KV Bushwalkers visit Shell Cove
and Killable
State Park
Sunday, 9th August dawned a most
beautiful winter’s day. It was the day
that Maurie and I planned to show the
group around our new “future second
retirement location”. This also would
give Lee and Fran a break from
organising and just enjoy the day.
Nineteen walkers met at the new Shell
Cove Information Centre carpark, and a
few who arrived a little early ducked
across the road to look at a couple of the
homes on display in the new exhibition
village.
Our walk started off with a short detour to
view the site of the new world standard Aged
Care Facility construction site. In this area you
can go from your home to a villa in the aged
care facility, progress to the nursing home on
the same site then…next door is the
cemetery! It’s like being on a conveyor belt,
but not too bad since it is such a nice area to
live.
Then we proceeded on the walkway through
the wetlands next to where the harbour and
marina are being built – a $1.50 billion
project. Our route took us a short distance
through suburban streets, still with views
over the new harbour precinct and out to
sea. More parkland and across the footbridge
over the private quarry road into Killalea
State Park, where we walked on a track

Kangaroo Valley
Post Office

COMPUTER SUPPLIES
AND
STATIONERY
- INK CARTRIDGES
- TONER CARTRIDGES
- USB FLASH DRIVES
- A4 REFLEX AUST MADE
NOWRA PRICES
If an item is not in stock and you need to
purchase regularly please let us know and we
will stock the item

Telephone
44 651 199

bordering Killalea Lagoon down to “The
Farm” beach.
Just before reaching the beach three of our
group did a short detour up a steep dirt hill
to see over the Bass Point Reserve Rock
Quarry. At the northern end of the beach
we stopped for some morning tea. We then
proceeded along the sand with the surf
board riders providing a display of their
expertise.
We had no problem with the short distance
of rock hopping before reaching “The Farm”
carpark, where we climbed a hill and out
onto a south facing point which was our
designated lunch stop, on top of the cliffs.
The views from this spot took in Mystics
Beach, the mouth of the Minnamurra River,
Kiama with a backdrop of Saddle Back and
Barren Ground.

A wonderful walk to work up
an appetite and then …
what a magic lunch spot!

KANGAROO VALLEY PHARMACY
SHOP 2 / 162 MOSS VALE RD.

PH. (02) 4465 2772

FAX (02) 4465 2773

OPEN 6 DAYS: MON-FRI 9 am to 5 pm
SAT 9 am to 12 noon
For all your Prescriptions and all Pharmaceutical Requisites.
NATIO (Natural Australian Beauty) COSMETICS
We can take care of your prescriptions in our filing system.
See us about the Webster-pak System that sets out all tablets
and capsules in blister packs for each time of the day,
for each day of the week.

COME IN AND SAY HELLO
TO JAN and DAN COLE
AT YOUR PHARMACY
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Valley bushwalking continued
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TAILS FROM
THE BOOKSHELF
As I sit upon my shop-front throne,
It’s nice to know I'm not alone
For children on their way to school
Stop for a pat and say "He's Cool!"
But in fact, you know, I'm really not
For - my electric heat pad keeps me
quite hot!
Is being "Hot" the same as being
"Cool" ?
Oh dear! Will I find out if I go to
school?
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all my dear friends who have
supplied me with beds and toys as well as
many, many pats.
Oh and thanks also for all the donations to
help feed me and I do hope you have all
enjoyed all those delicious local
mandarins, lemons and limes.

Our next little detour took us to the entry
into the caravan park where we were able to
look over “The Links” golf course and the
southern end of the Shell Cove Estate. We
then wandered along a newly built track
parallel with the road to the main Killalea
picnic area with its extensive grassed areas,

gazebo, stone fences, kiosk and superb
views over the lagoon, the beach and out
to sea. After coffees we walked back
through the park to the Information Centre
and our cars, an 11km round trip.
Barbara Bloom

Always available
for a pat
Skeeter
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News from Kangaroo Valley Public School
Bollywood performance at Bomaderry
High School
On Friday the 5th of June the Year 5 & 6
students of KVPS. travelled to Bomaderry
High School for the Asian Expo.
We performed a Bollywood dance on the
stage in front of parents, teachers and other
primary school students. We had been
practising at our school for several weeks
with two Bomaderry High students who
would come over twice a week with their
teacher. Our class would look forward to
learning and helping to create the dance
moves. When the big day finally came we
performed very well. Our teachers, Mrs
Robinson and Mrs Upitis, were very proud of
us and we had many other teachers come up
and tell us how well we did. We would like to
thank the two students (Shane and Jai Leigh)
and Mrs Myers-Brown who came every week
to help us with our dance. We would also like
to thank Bomaderry High School for hosting a
wonderful day.
Emily H 5/6S

Leadership Day at Huskisson
On Tuesday the 21st of July Year 6 KVPS
went to a Leadership Day in Huskisson
Park.
Huskisson Public School hosted the day and
had fun activities set around the park. There

were four activities: climbing the spider web
in the park, going down to the beach and
doing climate watch, as well as games to help
build friendships and, the last activity, to
make sculptures in the sand. The leadership
day was an amazing experience; there were
lots of friendships created and fun memories
made. This was our second successful
leadership day with our ‘Small Schools’
friends.
Christie W 5/6S

KVPS Education Week Open Day
On the 29th July, KVPS had an Education
Week Open Day.
Parents were welcome to come and attend
the school from 11.45am to see their child/
children’s work that they have been doing this
year. They had a delicious sausage sizzle for
lunch while music was playing and lots of kids
had a great time dancing. After lunch, at 2pm,
each class performed an item. K/1S sung
“Believe It Or Not”, 1/2N recited a poem
called “Bernard Was A Bikie”, 3/4B acted out
a play called “Drat That Fat Cat” - in my
opinion it was AMAZING, and 5/6S performed
a beautiful Bollywood dance that they had to
perform twice because all the parents were
asking for an encore. KVPS’s Education Week
Open Day was a total success.
Lily B 5/6S

SAVE THE DATE
“Alice” The Musical

NAIDOC Day reports
On NAIDOC Day we learnt many things.
I learnt that Kangaroo Valley was a meeting
place and that you can wash yourself with
wattle. On NAIDOC Day we did dancing, we
learnt about men’s business, women’s
business and sacred places. At the end of
the day some of the kids got to do
boomerang throwing. I had lots of fun.
Harmony B 3/4BG
On NAIDOC Day I loved how in women’s
business they used wattle leaves for soap
and to stun the fish in the river. I think the
dance with Jacob was fun. It’s cool how
boomerangs have so many different uses,
like paddles on boats and as weapons.
Ruby 3/4BG
As you know a couple of weeks ago we had
NAIDOC Day celebrations. We got our face
painted with dots and stripes. Jacob taught
us to throw boomerangs and how to use a
few tools. Deidre and Lyndsay rubbed
wattle leaves with water and made soap
which can stun fish. We got taught what
sacred means, and found out Kangaroo
Valley was a hunting ground. Mrs Good
organised all this which is amazing. We
have a boomerang on top of the
whiteboard in memory of this day.
Tannelia E. 3/4BG

Jacob from NPWS playing the didgeridoo for
students

September 2nd - Matinee 12 noon & 6.30 pm
doors open at 6pm, BBQ from 5pm
September 3rd - 6.30 pm doors open at 6pm, BBQ from 5pm
Bomaderry High School Hall Auditorium

K/1S performing at the Open Day Concert

Leadership day at Huskisson

NPWS officers with James in his NAIDOC
clothes
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Ken Crocker
Who on earth is Cinderfella? And who is
Chuck Berley who writes the fishing
column, The Happy Hooker? Or The Bias
One? Hiding behind these all these
noms-de-plume, at some stage, has
been the smiling, genial face of Ken
Crocker.
Almost a local, having grown up in Moss
Vale and attending Bowral High School,
Ken, with his wife, Ginny, moved here
from Sydney ten years ago, finally
retiring from his job as a Chartered
Accountant a couple of years later. He
still does the odd accounting job for
people, but much prefers spending his
time on his other interests, such as the
Fire Brigade.
Ken has been a member of this for eight
years. Firey Tales by Cinderfella was his idea
to keep us all informed, not only on the
activities of the Brigade, but to raise our
awareness of fire issues. He no longer writes
that column, giving it up when he became the
Brigade’s Treasurer, but he still drives one of
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the trucks. “I bogged it last week. That was
a bit of fun getting it out! The Firies are a
good mob of people and I’ve realised how
threatening fires are.”
He is also Treasurer for the Valley Voice, as
he was for the Bowling Club until its
demise a few years ago. Just in case he
might lose practice he is also Assistant
Treasurer of his Bridge Club in Bowral. So
he is certainly keeping his skills up.
Ken and Ginny play bridge twice a week
and recently won the Country Carnival in
the Southern Highlands, which means they
will be off to play in the State Carnival in
October.
Every three months he and his fishing
mates in the Amateur Fishing Club have a
weekend away, weekends that, he assures
me, “are a lot of fun!” They also hold a
raffle in The Friendly Inn, dividing the
proceeds amongst various sporting bodies
in the Valley.
Even though the Kangaroo Valley Bowling
Club has ceased to operate, Ken and
several others trek across to Berry every
week to continue their enjoyment of the
game. “I love bowls, even though I’ve been
playing for so long and don’t get any
better, and I still write the Bowls Report,
even though it is now centred on another
club.”
Wednesday mornings see him playing with
the Men’s Tennis Group, and when
available he also takes part in the
Thursday night Tennis Competitions.
Which just leaves time for a monthly social
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game of golf with a group of friends: “It
takes us all morning to play nine holes!”
Ken and Ginny love to travel and try to have
a trip once a year. “You don’t know how
long you have to live and the older you get
the harder it is.
“Life in the Valley can get complicated
because it’s so small, but we’ve met a lot of
nice people. There’s a group of us who go
away for a week once a year and that’s
really good fun. And I like the fact that
there are no traffic lights, no pedestrian
crossings and it is so easy to get around!”
Jenelle Brangwin

(Continued from page 6)

ANZAC Day and the
Time Capsule Interment
Hi, I am Lance Brown and I have been
involved with the Kangaroo Valley
ANZAC DAY Committee for about 15
years.
Joan Bray has tirelessly led our team to
produce a very special commemoration
day.
I was originally introduced to sing the
hymns and the royal and national anthems.
I felt very privileged to present these to the
town folk and friends of Kangaroo Valley.
After singing these for ten years, I felt it was
time to pass on the microphone to other
local singers, who I thought would
appreciate such an opportunity and
experience as much as I.
Each of the performers was quite daunted
at first, considering the emotion-charged
atmosphere.
To alleviate the pressure of being on stage, I
advised each of them to think of not
actually performing and being judged, but
to simply think of it as leading the people in
song, as this frame of mind helped me a lot.

The ANZAC Committee celebrating the Time Capsule interment
The respect and appreciation of this
historical commemoration, from all who
witness this stirring ceremony, makes the
many hours of planning and setting up by
the ANZAC committee all the more
worthwhile.
I hope that we instill this tradition within
our valley youth as we hand over the reins
to them, to continue to remember the
many facets of war which have and still
affect not just Australians and New
Zealanders, but the whole world.

For Anzac Day 2015, as a raffle fundraiser, I
made a leadlight glass panel depicting a
Kangaroo Valley light-horseman riding out of
a blazing sunset - smaller, but similar to one I
created for the Pioneer Museum.
I shall probably keep on arranging new
singers every couple of years and continue
setting-up the sound systems to echo this
spectacle throughout the valley for years to
come.
Lance Brown
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Sports Injuries
Give yourself a sporting chance with
osteopathy. Whether you are a
weekend warrior or an elite athlete,
your osteopath may help prevent and
treat many sporting injuries, including:
neck and back strains
shoulder, elbow and wrist injuries
hip and pelvic injuries such as osteitis
pubis
knee, leg and ankle injuries.
Reduced joint or muscle flexibility will
affect your performance and may result
in injury if you don't realise that you can't
perform at your usual level. If you do
become injured, your osteopath is highly
trained to facilitate a return to optimal
function and prevent compensatory
strains from occurring. This will minimise
re-injury and allow a quicker return to
physical activity.
Osteopathic treatment involves manual
techniques, including soft tissue stretching,
mobilisation, inhibition and manipulation.
These techniques assist in improving
elasticity, strength, endurance, mobility and
performance.

Sport and children
Children need to grow with optimal mobility,
strength and balance. Sport and exercise can
place exceptional demands on their bodies.
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Children should be cared for by professionals
who are fully aware of the needs of young
growing bodies.
Before treating your child, the osteopath will
perform a comprehensive physical
examination and refer to other health care
professionals if necessary. The osteopath
can provide nutritional advice along with
strategies, exercises and routines to help
your child avoid further injury and stay
healthy, happy and active.

Did you know?
osteitis pubis is related to pelvic and lower
limb strains
hamstring and groin injuries invariably
involve low back or pelvic restriction and
imbalances
knee pain is related to poor foot and ankle
mechanics, thigh muscle tension and hip
dysfunction
shoulder injuries can be caused by tension
in the ribs, neck, shoulder blade and upper
back
shin splints involve poor mechanics of both
leg bones
joint injections and pain killers may only
mask the problem. Unless you deal directly
with the cause of your problem, further
injury and joint degeneration will result.

What to do when you suffer a sports
injury
To avoid injury whilst playing sport, make
sure you warm up and warm down with
stretches. You should also drink plenty of
water to keep your spine more mobile. If you
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do get injured, remain calm and apply the
following basic first aid procedure:
Rest – to reduce further stress to the injury
Ice – apply an ice pack for ten minutes every
hour to reduce inflammation
Compress – gently apply bandages towards
the heart to minimise swelling
Elevate – raise the injured area to improve
drainage.
Seek proper medical assessment, including
osteopathic assessment, as soon as you can.
Sally Wallace

Learn More
Popsugar - Are Waist Trainers Really,
Really Bad For You? 24/7/2015
Crossfit and HIIT sports injuries- 5
Questions answered by osteopath Lee
Muddle
Winter Sports Injuries and Treatment
Infographic
Australian Women Online - How to Dance
Like There’s Nobody Watching and Stay
Healthy and Fit
Yours Magazine - The Core Issues
Osteopathy and Sports Injuries (with
osteopath Jason Stone) 9 minutes.
If you have any questions contact me on
0419 494 027. Booking online is possible
at www.familyosteopathy.com.
Sally Wallace
© Osteopathy Australia 2014
www.osteopathy.org.au

ANZAC
Time
Capsule
Laying the Time Capsule to rest

Join the Friendly Inn Village Garden Group which meets on
Thursday mornings for a productive and enjoyable social
get-together and a worthwhile community activity
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Sophie’s world
I’ve decided that a big part of being an
adult is being organised. The type of
organised where you have lots of stuff to
do and only have so many hours in the
day that you have to be really on the ball
with your time management.
My new favourite saying is “Let me just
pencil you in” because it shows that on
the outside you’re extremely busy and it
makes that person seem lucky that you’re
so generous with your time that you
would spend it with them.
I said this to one of my friends the other day
when we were planning a chill session, and
everyone in a 5m radius became a little more
impressed with me and my adultness, which
was evident from their sharp gasps. However
on the inside, you’re dying a little bit because
you’re occupying free time that would usually
be spent catching up on your favourite TV
shows. The Bachelor becomes second best,
and I’m just not sure if I’m ok with that. It’s
coming to the point where I’m going to have
to “pencil in” TV watching times, just so I can
keep my priorities in check.
Despite this initial success, a major issue has
arisen from the little pockets of free time.
They’re little slots that are too small to do
anything significant with, like an hour between
classes or you’ve accounted too much extra
time for transport between commitments and
you arrive too early. I know the saying “You
should always be 5 minutes early”, but there’s
a difference between a couple of minutes
early and like a year. I have an hour or so to
get from uni to work, and this is just too much
time. I get to Bondi Junction with half an hour
until I’m suppose to start, and I’m having to
make tough decision about how I’ll spend my
time. The quick solution is to eat some lunch,
but very soon the kilos will start packing on
and my bank account will be drained. I’ve also
thought about doing a circuit of my favourite
shops, but this is also a bad idea as it just
makes me feel bad that I can’t afford any of
the clothes. The most effective, healthiest and
cheapest option I’ve found is to just walk
slowly between different modes of transport.
But while doing this I feel hypocritical as I hate
people like me who meander to the train or
bus because they get in the way while I’m
usually in a rush and lead me to thinking about
elaborate ways of knocking them over. Sydney
and peak hours change people, so no judging
unless you’ve been in that situation.
Whatever time of the day it is, free time or
planned I still feel like an adult because it’s
been pencilled in. Step one in having Sophie
like you, ask her to write you into her
calendar. As long as she says “Let me pencil
you in” you’re in great shape!

Yoga classes in the valley
for the community and privately
Enquiries Rose Andrews
bowralyoga@gmail.com
Phone: 44 651 364
Dr. Jeanette Keir MBBS (NSW)
Kangaroo Valley Community Centre
(Ambulance Station) in Broughton Street

44 652 007

Usual opening hours

Mondays 2-30 pm to 5-30 pm
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 9-30 am to 1 pm
and 2-3o pm to 5-30 pm
Thursdays 9-30 am to 1 pm

Consultations and house calls by appointment
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Human interest stories,
news and happenings
from K.V. churches

Church of the Good Shepherd
At church we have quite a few
teenagers and children. As a parent,
one of the great delights of having your
kids at church is that they grow up with
the friendship, support and prayers of a
large church family over many years as
they learn more about Jesus. This
support and prayer gives the kids a
really great foundation for their future
lives.
There are quite a few young boys and
girls at our 10am church service, and we
always welcome kids and youth as well
as adults to come and attend our
services. We have a youth group on a
Sunday from 10am, and also a
Kidschurch from 10am each Sunday led
by Cecily Paterson, Jeannette Dumbrell,
Camille Delmenico and our other
volunteers.
On August 16 a dedication service was held
for our latest ‘church baby’, Rosie Grundy.
Rosie’s parents, Karen and Jeff, live and work
up at Scots Glengarry campus. Karen and Jeff
love Jesus and made promises on the day to

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

raise Rosie to know and trust in Jesus for
her life.
On Sunday August 23 it was a delight to
baptise Christin Worch. Christin is a young
lady in her early 20s who came to Kangaroo
Valley from Germany about two years ago
to work as an au pair. She began to come to
church regularly and in doing so heard
about Jesus from the bible. After reading
the bible each week with someone from
church, she realised that she wanted to
accept Jesus Christ as her Lord and Saviour.
She wanted to make a public commitment
to Jesus by being baptised. Christin is
shortly returning to Germany to begin a
police officer’s course. We have given
Christin the name and address of a good
church nearby in Germany that she is keen
to go to. She will be missed!
As a church we want to contribute to the
good of our fantastic KV community. On
Thursday September 3 we are holding
another ‘Retired KVers’ activity from 12
noon to 2.30pm. This activity is open to
anyone who is retired in our community.
There’s a light finger lunch to begin with,
then a session called ‘Training Your Brain to
Hear: Turn on the Light, I Can’t Hear You!’
run by a registered nurse, Pat Fulton. It
should be an interesting and humorous
afternoon. Garth Chittick is again our MC
for this activity.
On Saturday September 12 from 7.45am we
are holding another KV Men’s Breakfast. All
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men in the valley of any age are invited. We’ll
be hearing stories from Ron Watts, who has
worked all his life as an air pilot. There is a
legendary free hot breakfast to all who can
come along.
Warm regards, Andrew Paterson

Rosie Grundy was dedicated on August 16

Christin Worch was baptised on August 23
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Seniors ~ downsizing,
is it right for you?
If you are heading towards
retirement, or perhaps already in it,
downsizing may have crossed your
mind. And you might have some
questions – does it make sense
financially? Is a smaller home better
suited to my situation?
At first glance, it would seem that
downsizing is a popular choice
amongst older Australians. However
recent research (Downsizers and Other
Movers – The Housing Options Choices
and Dilemmas of Older Australians)
highlights that only 9% of 50+ year
olds moved to a smaller home in the
period 2006-2011. We explore some of
the issues to consider when reviewing
your housing needs.
So why do we downsize?
Of those surveyed for research, ‘Lifestyle
preference’ was the number one reason
for downsizing, with ‘Retirement’ and
‘Financial gain’ coming in fourth and sixth
place respectively. We won’t know until
after the 2016 Census if the percentage of
movers in the 50+ age group has increased,
or indeed if the reasons for downsizing
have changed. But perhaps, given the
housing market has been broadly growing
year-on-year since 2012 – with dwelling
values across CoreLogic RP Data's
combined capital city index having
increased by 22.2% to January 2015 – more
older homeowners are wanting to
capitalise on rising house prices.

Making the most of your space
Another belief explored in the report is
that older people are under-utilising the
family homes, so downsizing would seem
like a sensible step. However – when
questioned – 91% regarded their (mostly
three or more bedroom) dwellings as
suitable for the needs of their household.
While 86% had one or more ‘spare’
bedrooms, close to 75% of those had
temporary residents requiring the use of
that bedroom – that being an adult child,
grandchild or other relative.
And it seems that, after retirement, we
could actually need more room, not less.
As we spend more time at home, an office
or hobby room is a common requirement.
For couples, each having their own
personal space was considered important.
Even if your grown-up children have long
flown the nest, many come back for
weekend visits, so a spare bedroom can be
a necessity.
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Community
information directory
24 HOUR CRISIS SERVICES
Police, Ambulance, Fire Brigade 000
To call emergency services from
a mobile phone with no network 112
Lifeline

13 11 14

Salvation Army Care Line 1300 363 622
Health Direct Australia 1800 022 222
Mensline Australia 1300 789 978
Rape Crisis Centre (NSW) 1800 424 017
Domestic Violence Line (NSW)
1800 666 463

Poisons Information Centre 13 11 26
Telephone Interpreter Service
(for speech/communication impairment)
1300 555 727

Time to move on
But what if you feel that downsizing is right
for you? A big driver for those that do opt
for a smaller home is the inability to
maintain the current family house and/or
garden. This can also be compounded by
the loss of a partner, relationship
breakdown or ill health, all of which would
make it harder to continue with the up
keep of a larger property. 33% of those
who downsized said reducing living costs
was the main reason for moving.
Downsizing certainly can mean a lesser
financial burden for some, but it’s
important to take into consideration other
costs such as removalists and stamp duty –
which 11% of downsizers included as a
‘difficulty’ of the moving process. There
may also be implications on the age
pension, so it’s important to make sure you
are fully informed. Another important
factor is that, with many Australian suburbs
dominated by large family homes, finding a
suitable place may mean moving to a
different area. It could mean moving
further away from friends, family and your
support network. Something we tend to
rely on more heavily as we get older.
Seeking professional financial advice is
something currently only 14% of
downsizers do. But it could make a
significant difference. Deciding whether to
stay put or sell up is complicated. Talk to
your financial advisor before you make the
big decision. Using contemporary financial
modelling tools, they can model a range of
“what if” scenarios to equip you with the
information you need to make the right
decision for your circumstances.
This article is reproduced, with the kind
permission of ipac Australia,
as a community service by
the Kangaroo Valley Seniors
Accommodation and Support Committee.

Beyondblue Info Line

1300 224 636

COUNSELLING SUPPORT
Suicide Call Back Service 1300 659 467
Salvation Army National Hope Line
1300 467 354
Sane Australia 1800 187 263
Parentline NSW 1300 130 062
Family Relationships Advice Line
1800 050 321
Relationships Australia 1300 364 277

Dads in Distress

1300 853 437

Grief support Line 02 9489 6644
Compassionate Friends
(Bereaved Parents and Suicide Survivors)
1800 671 621
National Association for Loss and Grief
02 6882 9222
Mental Health Information Service
1300 794 991
Association of Friends and Relatives
of the Mentally Ill (ARAFMI)
1800 655 198
Credit and Debt Hotline 1800 808 488
Gay and Lesbian Counselling Service
1800 184 527

Carers NSW

1800 242 636

NSW Rural Mental Health Support Line
1800 201 123
Veterans and Veterans Family
Counselling Service 1800 011046

CENTRELINK 13 10 21
Editor’s note
This list was compiled as part of the work
undertaken by the Seniors Support group in the
valley.
The Voice supports the group’s activities and initiatives
and reprints the information as part of our community
service ethic.
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Romania revealed
That was the name given to my tour
with Australians Studying Abroad (ASA),
and it was indeed a revelation. I chose
Romania because I wanted to see its
famed painted monasteries and
wooden churches, but found there is so
much more worth seeing.
The tour was led by Christopher Wood,
the founder of ASA, who quickly
manifested a most unusual mixture of
erudition and crudity.
As to the former, in all my extensive travels I
had never before encountered a tour leader

Palace of Parliament, Bucharest
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with such a breadth and depth of
knowledge. As to the latter, I was surprised
that none of the members of our mature
group took offence at his language. He and I
hit it off immediately.
We started in Bucharest, the capital, with a
visit to the House of the Republic (now
Palace of Parliament), Ceausescu’s
extravaganza which is the world’s largest
building after the Pentagon. Bucharest is
not a particularly attractive city, but it does
contain some fine houses and churches, and
is home to over 40 museums, from private
houses to the vast National Museum of Art,
of which we had time to visit a few. It also
boasts the circular Atheneum, where a few
of us attended an excellent concert in one
of the most beautiful concert halls I’ve ever
seen, and (just outside the city) a beautiful
palace.
Our next stay was in Sibiu, a Transylvanian
town founded by medieval German
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migrants. Its houses are prettily coloured with
steep roofs punctured by quaint openings
that look like half closed eyes. The fine city
square, beautifully restored when Sibiu
became ‘Capital of European Culture’ for
2007, is surrounded by churches, medieval
towers, and a major art museum. A day’s
excursion from Sibiu took in fortified
churches, a manor whose restoration will
probably cost Romania’s GDP, and the
stunning fortified citadel of Sighisoara, the
legendary destination of the Pied Piper of
Hamelin.
We drove through the heart of Transylvania
to the north of Romania where for the next
few days, amidst beautiful scenery, we visited
many magnificent wooden churches and
stone monasteries. The interior of the
churches were covered with intricate
paintings, while such paintings covered both
the exterior and interior of the monasteries
[see photos on page 34 of the August Voice].

Sibiu
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Village house, Moravia

They exceeded my high expectations, and
would alone justify a visit to Romania even
were there not so much else worth seeing.
A drive across a high pass in the thickly
wooded Carpathian Mountains took us from
Moldavia to Moravia, where village houses
are decorated with brightly coloured painted
patterns reminiscent of the stitched designs
on local textiles, and where we were
introduced to the Romanian art of painting
eggs. After visiting the last of the painted
monasteries, we drove south through the
beautiful Carpathians, via the narrow, deep
Bicaz Canyon, to Eastern Transylvania and the
Saxon city of Brasov, Romania’s second
largest and my favourite city.
On a day’s excursion we visited a fortified
church with high walls, inside which a large
number of cells are reached by steep wooden
steps and walkways, and (in Wallacia) the
Peles Palace Castle, to describe which I can
do no better than quote ASA: ”A massive, late
19th century German Neo-Renaissance
fantasy, built as a summer retreat for King
Carol I and Queen Elisabeta, its extraordinary
historicist interiors range from Gothic halls to
an Islamic Revival section inspired by the
Alhambra, Granada”.
From Brasov we returned to Bucharest via
Bran Castle, an imposing hilltop edifice, sadly
overrun with tourists because of its popular
misnomer - Dracula’s Castle. Our final stop
was at Bucharest’s Village Museum, a huge
outdoor complex with an extraordinary
heritage of traditional village buildings,
believed by many to be the best of its kind in
the world.
At our farewell dinner I was volunteered to
respond to Christopher Wood’s speech. I
didn’t mince my words, and Christopher
joined - perhaps over-demonstratively (my
bald pate is not accustomed to having a kiss
planted on it by anyone, let alone by a
manifestly heterosexual male) - in the general
chorus of approbation.
Tony Barnett
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Brasov

Village Museum, Bucharest
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Fats or Carbs?

by Dr Rosemary Stanton, nutritionist

Last month I wrote about That Sugar
Film. I have been campaigning against
too much sugar for almost 50 years, so I
was glad the film concentrated on
damning sugar – and especially sweet
drinks. Sugar has no essential nutrients
and that’s why it needs to be given only
a small role in the diet. I was also glad
it didn’t just seek to damn ‘carbs’ as
some extreme diets do.
Sugar is a useless carbohydrate with no
essential nutrients, but it is not alone in
this category. Refined starches known as
maltodextrins are similarly useless.
Maltodextrins are now widely used as fillers
and thickeners. You’ll find them in foods
such as low fat salad dressings, sauces, snack
foods, confectionery bars, frozen and instant
desserts, some yoghurt-type products,
powdered meal substitutes and drinks and
as a ‘filler’ in powdered artificial sweeteners.
I don’t know of any worthy processed food
that contains these starches.
Some fats are also nutritionally useless. That
includes the visible fat on meat and the
processed fats that go into most junk foods.

Macronutrients
Carbohydrates, proteins and fats are known
as macronutrients. Assumptions based on
macronutrients are simply too gross to be
meaningful and choosing a diet that is
especially high or low in any macronutrient
opens the diet to imbalance. I’ll talk about
proteins another time, but for now, let’s look
at fats and carbs.

Fats vs carbs
Some much publicised reviews (based on
various studies using different methods and

time frames) claim that saturated fat is
unrelated to cardiovascular disease. Indeed
another such review was published in
August 2015. Unfortunately, these studies
do not record what is used to replace
saturated fat, although it has been shown
that substituting sugars and refined
starches is worse than useless. (incidentally,
no dietary guidelines ever recommended
this.)
We really need to look at foods rather than
just saturated fat. For example, there is
good evidence that processed meats can
have more deleterious effects than fresh
meat and that fermented dairy products
(such as yoghurt and cheese) have health
benefits and distinct differences in heart
health risk compared with butter.
The essential fats that we can’t make in the
body are polyunsaturated and found in
foods such as nuts, seeds, avocado and
liquid oils. These foods have well proven
health benefits whereas there is no
evidence of any benefit for lard, dripping,
cream, fast foods, confectionery or any of
the fatty snack foods that account for much
of our saturated fat intake.
Nutritionally worthy carbohydrate foods
include legumes, wholegrains, fruits, some
vegetables (most have very little
carbohydrate), milk and yoghurt. As we’ve
already noted, sugar and refined starches
have no nutritional attributes and just
‘cutting carbs’ does not distinguish between
the ‘good’ and ‘bad’.
Some foods have multiple problems. Most
fast foods are high in saturated fat and salt
and lack dietary fibre, and are not only
largely devoid of vegetables (apart from the
odd gherkin), but often displace meals that
would have contained vegetables. Biscuits,

cakes, pastries, many desserts and
confectionery provide a double whammy with
high levels of unhealthy fats as well as sugar
and refined starches.

Balance
No long-term studies show sustained weight
loss or other health benefits from a diet high
in saturated fats. And a new meticulous study
done in a metabolic ward where everything
going into and out of the body can be
measured has also shown greater loss of body
fat with a diet with restricted fat compared
with a similar energy restriction from
carbohydrate.
The current macronutrient intake in Australia
looks fine with 31% of energy from fat and
44% from carbohydrate – neither of which is
high or low. The problem with the typical
Australian diet is due to the kinds and
amounts of foods we consume.
The take home message is to stop fussing over
macronutrients and think foods. Ultimately,
we need a healthy diet for life. That’s where
dietary guidelines come in. Sadly, few people
follow them so we see sugar, salt and
saturated fat consumption remaining high
while we fail to eat enough vegetables,
legumes, fruits, nuts and wholegrains.
Between 1995 and 2012, bread consumption
has fallen by 24%, grain products are down by
34%, legumes barely figure and while nuts are
up, consumption averages just 6.5g/day.
Fewer than 7% of adults consume the
recommended daily 5 servings of vegetables
(1/2 cup cooked or 1 cup raw = 1 serving) and
we average only one piece of fruit a day – half
the recommendations.
Junk food and drinks were once considered as
an occasional treat; they now contribute 35%
of adults’ and 41% of children’s kilojoules.
Confectionery has increased by 34% since
1995 and starchy, fatty savoury snack foods
(not counting crackers) are up 43%.
Two-thirds of Australian adults and a quarter
of our children are overweight, so it’s
obviously time to put more effort into
healthier eating. And it does take effort. The
continued search for the magic diet wastes
time. So does the idea we should blame fats or
carbs. It’s the total that matters.
Healthy eating doesn’t mean we can’t have an
occasional treat. But it’s clearly inappropriate
to see either ‘occasional’ or ‘treat’ as meaning
every day. That should also apply to the
lunchbox.
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Two Show greats honoured
On Wednesday 12th August the A & H
Association Committee, together with
patron and past president Mr John
Walker and his wife Shirley, gathered at
Jing Jo’s restaurant to honour and thank
two amazing gentlemen, David Kent and
Duncan Rutherford, who have both
made outstanding contributions to the
Kangaroo Valley Show and who are now
retiring from their long held positions.
David Kent has been President of the
Kangaroo Valley A&H Association for
the past 13 years, taking over the
position from Lorraine Mairinger. Dave
has been an enthusiastic, skilled and
dedicated leader.
The ‘Show’ is a very big annual undertaking
and, whilst he was always supported by a
hard working committee and many
community volunteers, Dave took on a large
share of the responsibility and organisation
of this iconic and much loved event. Dave’s
connections with many people in the wider
agricultural community and the high respect
with which he is held by so many have been
very evident in the way he has been able to
enlist valuable assistance and participation
in the Show during his time as president.
As well as ensuring that each Show was an
outstanding success, Dave initiated some
great changes and capital improvements
during his time as president. The acquisition
of funding for, and the organisation of the
building of, the new poultry shed is one of
the most highly visible and important capital
works that Dave put much hard work into
realising. The restoration and dedication of
the ‘John Walker Pavilion’ was another great
achievement of Dave’s presidency.
About five years ago Dave instigated the
holding of the Junior Beef Cattle Judging
event at our Show and this event, a qualifier
for the Royal Easter Show, has continued to
be held here each year since then, attracting
young cattlemen and women to the Valley to
demonstrate their skills and expertise.
Under his watch the old rodeo yards have
been demolished and many small
improvements have been made around the
Showground.
Another lasting legacy of Dave’s time as
president is the introduction of
entertainment at the bar on Friday night.
Dave organised great live music each year,
which added to the atmosphere at the bar
and made Friday night at the Show another
highlight of the overall weekend.
Dave always enthusiastically supported and
encouraged others in his committee to
implement their own new ideas which made
being part of his team very rewarding.
Dave is retiring as president but will
continue as a vice president of the
committee. That is a great relief, as his

knowledge and expertise are invaluable to
the smooth operation of the Show.
Harold Sharman has generously taken on
the role of president, and was formally
congratulated on his new position at the
dinner. Harold has already given 30 years of
service to the Kangaroo Valley Show, mostly
as our very capable and hard-working bar
manager, a role now being assumed by John
Smart. The committee look forward to the
2016 Show with Harold at the helm.
Duncan Rutherford has been involved with
the Show for ten years. He developed the
role of Chief Ground Steward and has been
tireless in his efforts to ensure the Show
runs smoothly and seamlessly by upgrading
our facilities and bringing in new initiatives.
Duncan, together with Paul Williams,
several years ago designed and erected a
set of carefully thought out signs for the
Showground which have streamlined the
way in which participants, stall holders and
exhibitors move in and around the grounds
on the days of the Show.
He has initiated improvements to the power
supply around the grounds, instigated a
rearrangement of the Show office spaces,
improved office storage facilities and
improved storage for other Show
equipment. He has made a myriad of other
practical contributions, often, as was the
case with the show office renovations,
doing much of the physical work himself
and enlisting the help of his many friends.
Duncan was very instrumental in the
development of the Friday night Talent
Quest and has worked hard over the last
few years to ensure this event is the great
success it is today.
Being the fun-loving person he is, Duncan’s
most recent focus has been on
entertainment at the Show, and his
inspiration and enthusiasm have been

Dave, photographed in his role as president
by Sue Williamson in 2010
unfailing. Sometimes it was difficult to refrain
from groaning aloud when, at a Show
committee meeting, David would ask
“General business?” and Duncan would pipe
up with “Well, I’ve got a few things”. His list
of ideas and suggestions was rarely short and
was evidence of how much thought, effort
and dedication he put in to the Show during
the last ten years. The only upside of
Duncan’s retirement from the Show
committee will be that we might all get home
a bit earlier from meetings, though they
definitely won’t be the same without his
unique sense of humour and cheeky smile!
We owe a great debt of gratitude to both
David and Duncan for their years of service to
the A & H Association. A very big thank you
from the committee and your community for
a job enormously well done.
Cathy Gorman

Duncan, known to most of us as Spike, with Paul Williams,
who is now our new Chief Ground Steward
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Firey Tales
with Cinderfella

Shoalhaven Field Day was held on the
26th of July at Nowra showground. It
started at 9am and finished after
2.30pm. The participating brigades
were from the Shoalhaven district area,
and we also had guests from Jamberoo
Station.
The Field Day is a one day event where
brigades participate in seven different
exercises, all competing for first place.
Most exercises were timed and
monitored by two or more marshals. The
aim of the day is to participate with a
crew of six and their truck.
We worked on a point system: the crew with
the most points wins. The day isn't all about
winning, it's also about showing your
brigade’s skills and improving them.
The crew that we took to the field day
consisted of David Alexander as crew leader,
David Smart ,Shannon Judge, Chloe Jenner
and Chelsea Sherborne. We were a crew
member down but that did not discourage
us.
Before we started we all said to each other
that we are here for training to learn what
we do well and what we need to improve on;
we listened to each other and worked as a
tight team.
At the end of the day we all sat down for the
presentation. Kangaroo Valley was
mentioned in the top three for each of the
seven exercises. To our amazement we
placed first in one exercise and in the top
three for the remaining six, which meant for
the whole field day we came second out of
ten participating brigades .We were shocked
and excited, because we went in thinking we
were going to be the underdogs. It just goes
to show regular training pays off. We now
have some nice new shiny trophies and new
equipment which was given to us as prizes,

which will all come in handy for this coming
fire season.
I would like to thank the crew who
participated, considering we only decided
the Wednesday before the event, and a
special thank you to David Smart for driving
us for the day.
Call-outs
August was a very quiet month with only
one call out. It was at 8.40pm to Upper
Kangaroo River x Gerringong Creek. An
investigating crew of six in Valley One and a
crew of four in Valley 7 alpha responded to
what from a distance looked like a structural
fire further north from the cross-road .
When we got closer and arrived on scene it
was in fact a pile burn being conducted by
residents of the property.
No action was required. We also had two
police officers from Nowra in attendance
and Beaumont Brigade on standby, but
were stood down once we got on scene and
established assistance was not required.

Fire Permit Season
As from the 1st September, you will require
a fire permit. Contact one of our Permit
Officers:
Neil Breeze(Captain) 0458 453 546
Mike Gorman (Senior Deputy Captain) 0447
651 540
Dave Smart 0467 812 190
Keith Nelson 0408 273 057
Bill Chittick 0400 873 012.

Guide to action
Before you light that fire, some advice for
residents who are planning to burn
vegetation on their property. You will need
to make sure you have:
 gained environmental approval (if
required). The requirement depends on
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whether the burning you plan to conduct
is for bush fire hazard reduction or for
another purpose (for example clearing,
garden maintenance or agriculture)
 been issued with fire permit (if
required). The aim of the fire permit is to
ensure your fire will be managed safely. A
permit imposes conditions on the way a
fire is lit and maintained. It also informs
the authorities exactly when and where
landowners intend to burn, to ensure
adequate and appropriate measures are
in place so that fires remain under
control;
 notified all adjoining landowners/
occupiers and your local fire authority. At
least 24 hours before burning notify fire
control and neighbours. If you do not
provide notification, your neighbours may
call emergency 000 to report your fire
and the local authority may take action;
and
 checked to make sure it not a total fire
ban day, when fire is prohibited and your
fire permit will be automatically
suspended. Be aware there are significant
penalties for lighting a fire on a total fire
ban day. Check to see if there is ban by
calling the bush fire information line on
1800 679 737.
For more information you can read and
download the PDF http://
www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/
pdf_file/0013/12451/BeforeYouLightThatFire
or go on to the RFS page and type into the
search engine before you light that fire.

Training and operations
All brigade members: if you are not all fully
aware, on training nights of the 2nd, 9th and
16th of September we will be getting photos
taken for our official RFS identification cards.
We will also be starting our preseason
familiarisation of the appliances and
equipment refresher. A planned BBQ will be
after training on each night.
Recently we have been out in the area
conducting and assisting local residents with
pile burns .
If you need us to help and assist with a burn
don't hesitate to call or come down and we
can work out a date and time to assist.
We also have our website up and running:
you can find us on
www.kangaroovalley.rfsa.org.au or typing
kangaroo valley RFB into Google.
Chelsea Sherborne
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Folk Festival organisation in full swing
Written poetry competition

Folk Festival news
The program has been finalised for
Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival from 16
to18 October in Australia’s most
beautiful valley. We think it’s the best
ever, with exciting acts from around
Australia.
Featured artists include Totally
Gourdgeous, Women in Docs, The
BordererS, John Bennett and David
Hyams, Nick Rheinberger, Horse and
Wood, Paul Greene, Nigel Wearne, The
Button Collective, Sparrow Folk and
Kangaleles, plus 40 other acts in six
venues.
Venues at the Showground
This year we have not one, but two circus
tents to add to the festive atmosphere. The
main marquee is a giant circus tent, and
smaller acts will be in the intimate La Petite
Grande, a mini art deco circus tent,
reminiscent of the famous Spiegeltent. The
Hall, Pavilion, Pony Club and bar will all be
buzzing with concerts, workshops and jam
sessions.
The Bush Music Club are again running their
popular Sapling Sessions, teaching

The written poetry competition has child,
youth and open categories. The closing date
is 2 October - download an application form
from the festival website. This year there is
also a Poetry Reciter of the Year
competition on Sunday.

Dance till you drop

Totallu Gourdgeous

As usual there are dance workshops all
weekend, plus a welcome bush dance in the
hall on Friday night and the dancers’ dance
in the hall on Saturday night. Workshops
include Irish, Estonian, Bush, Contra,
German, Morris, International and English.

Join in
Australian tunes to young musicians of 8-16
years.

Venues around the Village
Most of the action takes place at the
Showground, but concerts and other
activities are also being held at Kangaroo
Valley Public School, St Joseph’s Church, the
Anglican Church and several cafés around
the village. Compared to some of the larger
festivals, all of our venues are small and
allow you to get up close and personal with
the performers. Poets will love our daily
poets’ breakfast.

Hang out in our famous session bar with the
fabulous view of the valley’s trademark red
cliffs. Learn some new tunes at one of our
hosted sessions or learn the finer points of
singing, playing, poetry or songwriting at
one of the workshops with our featured
artists.

Kids’ festival
As usual, we have a fantastic kids’ festival,
featuring Super Kenny, Maypole with Molly,
The Puddin’ Eaters, Naomi’s Craft Tent and
lots more. Accompanied children under 12
get in for free!

ATM machine now available
Kangaroo Valley’s own
Save 4 cents a litre (max 100L)
when you spend $30 on our shop
products in one transaction
Open seven days a week from 6 am to 7 pm
The best fresh fruit and meat and grocery choice
32 Moss Vale Road Telephone 44 652 025

Milk 2L two for $4

Bread 650 gms two for $4

Mrs Mac is back ….. Hot pies $2.99

Ben & Jerry ice-cream now available
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Folk Festival continued

Volunteers wanted
A minimum of eight hours volunteer work
entitles you to a free weekend pass.
Volunteer jobs include set up before or
pack up after the festival, ticket office,
check wristbands at venues, bar (RSA
required), waste team, venue management,
and traffic control. Apply on line at our
website.
Enquiries:
volunteer@kangaroovalleyfolkfestival.com.
au

Billet a performer
In return for offering a bed and breakfast to
one or more homeless performers, you will
receive a free weekend ticket for your
family. It’s a great chance to be involved
with the festival and to get to know some of
the performers. Accommodation is needed
for the nights of Friday 16 and Saturday 17
October, with some possibly staying Sunday
night as well.
Contact Jo Keane on 0428 765 422 or
mail@kangaroovalleyfolkfestival.com.au.

Sponsors needed
Help support the festival with a bronze,
silver or gold sponsorship. In return you get
exposure on our website, in our program
and at the festival, plus free tickets. Or you
can promote your business with an ad in
the program booklet. Go to the website for
details or contact Stuart Leslie on 0412 288
923.

Buy tickets now and save!
Discounted earlybird weekend tickets are
on sale now at our website
www.kangaroovalleyfolkfestival.com.au.
Weekend tickets plus day and evening
tickets will be on sale at the festival.
Stuart Leslie

A DVD featuring the
entire proceedings of
ANZAC Day 2015 in the
Valley is now available.
You may place your orders
with Joan Bray
joanbray @bigpond.com
tel 44651 851
Cost is $35 plus postage if out
of the Village.
A combined order will be
placed with Sebastian Giunta
end of 1st week in September .
The ANZAC Badge is also
available, cost $5, if you
missed ordering
with the initial shipment.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

FIG
The promise of Spring - rejuvenated
activity in the environment.
Brisk winds have blown away the foggy
days. Day length is increasing. Blossoms
are out and the weeds are ready to go
another round. Yup, there’s movement
at the Station! Things to look forward
to:
Planning: The Friendly Inn Community
Garden (FIG) has its AGM on 8 September.
An interesting evening of formalities, short
presentations and food has been planned.
This function is open to the community at
large. Kirsty Hambrook’s ‘Seed Drive’ for
summer crops has been run and won. The
seeds are now being sown in preparation of
an abundant harvest this summer. Many
and varied. The school children are involved
in planting and raising produce for the
garden, as well as participating in the Show
in five months’ time. Structures are taking
shape in the garden, so that by mid-summer
there should be a shady vestibule. There is a
new sign of activity too – come and see it.
Harvesting: The winter crops that we
planted have for the most part produced
fine specimens, primarily brassicas,
cauliflower, broccoli and kale. The cabbages
have been attacked by slugs and the Brussel
sprouts should really only be called a trial –
not entirely successful. Jo’s peas are prolific
as are Kirsty’s reliable salad greens, all of
which point to a successful winter effort
considering the exposed site, saturated soil,
frosts and short photo periods due to the
foggy winter days.
Planting: It is time to get cracking! The
school children have been planting
potatoes, herb and vegetable seeds, as well
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as selected flower species for companion
planting. Row beds are being cleared of
winter crops and seedlings are just about
ready to go in. Fingers crossed that an
early start will avoid any frost and
hopefully provide a longer period of
production.
Marketing: FIG has continued to show a
solid presence at the monthly Farmers’
Market, with a variety of produce from the
Garden and two local organic producers.
Our thanks for a successful stall go
primarily to the efforts of Kirsty and
Andrew, with other committee members
contributing in varied ways. Participation
from other members and the community
to keep this momentum is being sought –
just come and help us. Be in it to win it!
The initiative to get the school kids to have
a stall of their own to sell plants that they
have raised themselves worked really well.
Thanks to the staunch efforts of Sammy,
Ruby and Olivia and several others under
the directorship of Jane Gripper. Money
raised will be churned back into
investment in more potting mix to raise
more plants. Thanks also go to the Village
Green Nursery for their continuing support
and for selling excess plants from the
market.
Learning: Every alternate Wednesday FIG
is recharged with the energy of
enthusiastic year 3/4 school kids that
come to learn and participate. Jane, Kirsty,
Josh and Jim, and Headmaster John, guide
the kids through their paces of
propagating plants and enjoying the
benefits of on-the-job learning and just
being outside in a great environment. The
latest venture into decorating half-drums
has been a barrel of fun.
Jim Anderson

The Man from Kangaroo Valley Trail Ride
High country mountain ride
Tel: (02) 4465 1912
24 Hillcrest View Lane
Barrengarry
NSW 2577

Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com

Bush walk on horseback
through the rainforest
and mountains of
Kangaroo Valley
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The Sports
Report
Kangaroo Valley
Golf Club
We woke to a fog-free morning on
Saturday 25th July, but our joy was short
-lived as a very strong wind whipped up,
making very difficult golfing conditions
for our Monthly Medal/stroke Round,
and our scores reflected the conditions.
Our Medal of Medals competition was
also played, by the previous year’s Medal
Winners, in conjunction with the Medal
Comp. Steve Atkins won the Medal with a
net 78, beating Allan Harvey on a
countback ,and Ron Bower was third
with a net 79.
Congratulations Allan for winning the Medal
of Medals. Last month Allan won the Medal,
on his first attempt, and this month the
Medal of Medals.

Peter & Mike watching Gordon's Chip at the 18th Green
Saturday 1st August was a much nicer day
for the Stableford round, and we had
sufficient starters for both a Men’s and
Ladies’ competition. First and second places
were filled by visitors in the Ladies’ event,
with Jane Jordan having a very convincing
win with a solid 38 points. Meg Graham
finished in second spot with 31 points and
Suzie Wright third with 30. The Men’s comp
was won by Gordon Thomson with 36
points, with David Cochrane second scoring
with 34 points and Michael Wolstenholme
third with 33.

Suzanne Grear, Ladie's Match
Play Winner on the practice green

Saturday 8th August was another Stableford
event, which was won by Phil Gane with an
excellent 42 points. Peter Dumbrell was
second with a solid 36 points and David
Cochrane third with 35.
Saturday 15th August was a Par event,
which was won by John Seyffer with +2,
David Cochrane was second, square with
the card, and Peter Dumbrell third with a
score of -2.
Until next time, Seventy Plus
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Permaculture Principles 'Catch and Store
Energy' and Dave’s Anti-Avery
After a beautiful wet autumn and half of
winter it finally looks like we are hitting
that dry spell the BOM kept talking
about.
I have just run around re mulching the
garden. Remember it holds water in,
prevents weeds and builds soil fertility.
Its best to heavily mulch before spring,
but any time is better than none.
Last month I discussed the first principle of
'observe and interact', I hope some readers
have been trying to do a bit of both. It is so
easy to invent ideas and be railroaded into
the thought that you give yourself no
opportunity to observe and interact first.
Remember that Permaculture is not really a
gardening system, rather a decision making
paradigm.

Permaculture Principle #2
'Catch and Store energy'
The concept really relies around the 'make
hay while the sun shines' philosophy. A basic
example is solar panels on your roof. But
that’s too basic. Think about how you could
capture water on your property, rather than
it running off. By introducing a dam, or a
series of dams, or swales running across your
property. But let's think a bit more laterally,
grass clippings are a source of energy that has
captured energy, you just need to store it,
like mulch or compost, or grass into a sheep.
What about people’s personal ability as
energy, how could you capture friends,

family’s energy to the benefit of your
project or vision, working bees,
collaborative work, pooling resources.
Farmer’s basic training revolves around
minimising inputs and maximising outputs.
Same concept. Every time we take a trailer
load to the tip or our curb side bin gets
picked up we haven't captured and stored
energy.

Anti-Aviaries
My good mate Dave Loneragan, organic
grower extraordinaire and all round salt of
the earth has these magnificent portable
enclosures that he has made very simply.
Now I have constructed lots of enclosures,
and they generally work out at around
$100/m2 for a very beautiful enclosure. But
mine are fixed structures, and although
really good for learning vegetable
production, you quickly run out of space
and look for other places to grow your
veggies. Dave has what he calls a movable
"Anti-Aviary'', and if you have ever tried
growing tomatoes, you know how easily
bower birds can destroy your crop. His
enclosures look a bit like bird cages, but
they keep them out not in. Very simple
design, hardwood with bracing in the
corners and then threaded bolts with wing
nuts to join the panels together. The netting
can be pulled tight and held back by hooking
it back onto small nails around the
hardwood frame. The frames all go together
to construct a walk through enclosure into a
tomato heaven. It takes about 45 mins to

We are a local business with local people
that know our area and are capable of any
outside job.
*Property maintenance with scheduled
regular visits
*New houses; we do landscaping plans
*Paving, pathways, stairs
*Turfing, small to large areas, we know turf
*Hedgerow planting and shaping
*Retaining walls; rock, timber, small to large
*Dry stone walls
*Native gardens
*Lawn mowing and brush cutting
*Chain sawing
Nick, Andy, Dan & Mark are ready to help

set it up, and it can be put away after
tomatoes are harvested in Feb, or used for
brassicas on onto the winter.

Call Mark on 0439 456 356

Recent projects;
Rockery garden + Turfing Upper River
Large 12x9m veggie garden enclosure
Tallowa Dam Road
Hydrangea garden Upper River
Garden enclosure Barrengarry
Mountain Bike Tracks Jacks Corner Road
DINGO DIGGER
Dingo Digger work
(4 in 1 bucket + site leveller
bar)
Trenching 100mm wide
700mm deep and fast!
Post hole digging up
to 350mm
Site levelling; small areas
Driveway repairs and maintenance
Mulch spreading fast
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The life of a pup is full of excitement and trouble
as can be seen in the photo.
Bentley, one of the puppies, found himself jumping into
the bucket of kindling (something to play with) only to
get stuck and unable to escape. Lots of screaming but
since rescued has never been back near the bucket!
Of course as show dogs there are expectations and two
experienced English Setter breeders came and graded
the dogs so the pick of the litter could be chosen.
Bentley the explorer was the pick However the decision
to select the best bitch was a lot harder. The two best
bitches are shown here enjoying the attention.

Studio Space (or any space!)
I am running dance classes for
3-5 year olds on Friday mornings in a
local family lounge room in Kangaroo
Valley. We have exhausted the
availability of public hall space, and
we're looking for a yoga studio, or any
warm, dry, indoor space to hold dance
classes. The class can be held anytime
from 9.30am for
45 minutes on a Friday.
Can you help?

Phone: Marie
(Fierce Dance Academy)
0449 266 491

John Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor
We are agents for

0414 744 258
For all your earthmoving requirements, including Road and Driveway construction and maintenance.
Please call us for competitive prices and free quotes
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Food for thought ...
As spring arrives, there is plenty of
activity here at our farm, and
entertaining behoves an informal
approach. Having picked up some
wonderful produce from the Kangaroo
Valley Farmers Markets and Kiama
Farmers Market – which showcase
producers from the South Coast region
and supplementing from our own
vegetable garden, this spring-in-yourstep inspired menu will put the memory
of winter far behind.
This menu allows for everything to be
made well in advance (with only some
assembly required at the last minute). It
reflects a casual style of entertaining and
makes for a fitting repast – allow guests
to linger through to the evening –
fostering relationships with family and
friends.
Yellow split-pea spread with Spring crudités
Bouquet Garni Ingredients: 2 carrots (coarsely
chopped); 2 celery stalks (coarsely chopped);
½ medium onion; 4 sprigs fresh thyme; 4
sprigs fresh flat-leaf parsley; 1 tbls whole
black peppercorns.
Spread Ingredients: 225g yellow split peas; 1
litre water; 2 tsp coarse salt; 1 tbls fresh
lemon juice; EVOO* (for drizzling).
To serve: 1 small red onion (thinly sliced); 1
tbls plus 1 tsp capers; freshly ground black
pepper (to taste); baguette (cut into 1.5cm
slices and toasted); an assortment of sugar
snap peas, baby carrots, patty pan squashes,
zucchini flowers (and anything else fresh and
colourful).
Method: Make bouquet garni by placing
ingredients in a piece of cheesecloth and
tying into a bundle with kitchen string.
To make the spread: combine split peas,
water, 1 tsp salt, and the bouquet garni in a
saucepan. Bring to boil, reduce heat and
simmer until split peas are tender (about 45
minutes). Discard bouquet garni and reserve
125ml of the cooking liquid. Drain peas, allow
to cool slightly in strainer (about 5-10
minutes).
Purée split peas, lemon juice, remaining tsp
salt, and 80ml reserved cooking liquid in a
food processor until completely smooth. If
the mixture is very thick, add more liquid –
the consistency should be as for hummus,
thick enough to cling to vegetables or spread
on bread).
To serve: Drizzle with EVOO, top with red
onion and capers, and season with pepper.
Serve with toasts and crudités. (Serves 8)
Taramosalata with Spring crudités
Ingredients: 100g tarama**; 110g russet***
potatoes (peeled and cut into 2cm chunks); ½
tsp coarse salt; 1 tbls plus 1tsp fresh lemon
juice; freshly ground pepper (to taste); 2 tbls
EVOO.

“The promise of spring’s arrival
is enough to get anyone through
the bitter winter”
– Jen Selinsky
To serve: as above for yellow split pea
spread
Method: Place roe in a bowl and cover with
cold water. Soak for 10 minutes, then drain
in a fine sieve lined with cheesecloth. Rinse
in the sieve and drain again. Gather
cheesecloth around roe, and squeeze out
water.
Meanwhile, place potatoes in a small
saucepan, and cover with cold water with
an additional 5cm over. Add salt, bring to
boil, and cook until tender (about 5
minutes). Drain and allow to cool.
Purée roe, potato, lemon juice and pepper
in a food processor. Whilst machine is
running, add EVOO slowly and process until
mixture is smooth.
Serve with toasts and crudities. (Serves 8)
Grilled leg of lamb with preserved lemons
Ingredients: 4kg boneless leg of lamb
(butterflied); 20 garlic cloves (15 minced and
5 halved); freshly ground pepper (to taste);
3 tbls coarse salt; 250ml EVOO; 125ml
freshly squeezed lemon juice; ½ cup
oregano (chopped); 3 preserved lemons (cut
cross wise into 1/2cm thick slices); sprigs
oregano as garnish.
Method: Cut 10 slits (1 cm deep) over the
lamb and insert half garlic clove in each.
Season with pepper and salt.
Combine oil, lemon juice, oregano, and
minced garlic in a large resealable plastic
bag. Add lamb and turn to coat. Seal bag,
place in large bowl and refrigerate overnight
(or for up to to days).
Let lamb stand at room temperature for 1
hour, remove from bag, then season with
salt and pepper. Preheat grill to mediumhigh^ and grill lamb until done to your
liking. Transfer to a cutting board, allow to
rest uncovered for 15 minutes.
Meanwhile place lemon slices on the grill
and cook over medium-high heat until
caramelised and soft (about 10 minutes
each side).
Slice lamb, garnish with oregano sprigs and
lemon slices. (Serves 8)
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with Brenda Sambrook
Preserved Lemons
Ingredients: 6 lemons (no wax, and preferably
organic); 6 cups coarse salt; 375ml freshly
squeezed lemon juice.
Method: Cut a 7.5cm long slit (1 cm deep)
around the circumference of each lemon and
pack 1-2 tsp salt into the slit. Pour half the
remaining salt into an airtight jar.
Pack lemons in tightly, pour lemon juice over
and then remaining salt (ensuring the jar is
completely full). Cover, refrigerate for at least
a month before using.
Rocket, zucchini and Parmesan salad
Ingredients: 1.5kg rocket; 1 small zucchini
(thinly sliced cross wise); 3 small yellow
squash (thinly sliced cross wise); 60ml EVOO;
2tbls fresh lemon juice; sea salt and freshly
ground pepper to taste; 100g Parmesan.
Method: Toss together rocket, zucchini and
squash in a salad bowl. Whisk together EVOO
and lemon juice and then season with salt
and pepper. Drizzle over salad. Shave
Parmesan over and serve. (Serves 8)
Annabel Langbein, an incredibly talented
cook, food writer and public speaker from
New Zealand, proffers the following recipe –
this is simply divine, and a great addition to
any cook’s repertoire. Quick to prepare (and
then allowing for freezing time), this dessert
is hard to beat.
Frozen Chantilly coconut cake
with berry compote
Ingredients: 3 egg whites (room
temperature); pinch salt; 60g sugar; 300mls
cream; 1 tsp vanilla essence; 6 meringues
crumbled****; 25g lightly toasted thread
coconut; berry compote (to serve).
Method: Whip egg whites in a very clean bowl
with salt until they form soft peaks. Slowly
add the sugar and beat until very stiff. Whip
cream and vanilla until it holds its shape. Fold
in crumbled meringues and coconut; and fold
in egg white mixture.
Spoon combined mixture into a (plastic wrap
lined) 20cm spring-form cake tin (with
removable base), cover and freeze for 3-4
hours (or until firm).
Unmould onto a serving plate and serve in
slices accompanied by berry compote [Food
for Thought, November 2014].
* EVOO – Extra Virgin Olive Oil - Buy local,
buy fresh.
** Tarama is salted and cured carp or cod
roe, used extensively in Greek and Turkish
cooking – colour range can be from pale
beige to orange-red.
*** Low moisture, high starch potatoes such
as Sebago, King Edward or Coliban can be
substituted.
**** 10-12 Amaretti biscuits can be
substituted for the meringues.
^ If you are using a charcoal grill, coals are
ready when you can hold your hand 12 cm
above grill for just 3-4 seconds).
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Technology and
the Valley
by Ellie Williams
Are you a do-gooder searching for an avenue
to do your goodness? If the answer is yes,
you sound like you might be a regular PIFer.
PIFers, if you don't know, are people who
practise the “Paying It Forward” concept by
responding to a person's kindness by being
kind to someone else in return.
“Well that's nice,” you say, “but is it really big
enough to warrant its own acronym?” Believe
me, I was as surprised as you are. I thought
the whole “Pay It Forward” phenomenon
enjoyed a brief moment of popularity thanks
to a lame 90s movie starring the kid from The
Sixth Sense before fading into a quaint
obscurity.
Apparently I was wrong. PIF has gone
underground and is very much alive and
kicking in the digital world. There are social
media communities all over the world that
encourage these small acts of kindness.
I recently joined a Sydney-based group called
‘Marrickville - Pay It Forward’ after hearing
about a friend's involvement. Immediately I
was blown away by the generosity of this
group. It’s a platform for sharing things with
strangers who may need something you no
longer want. Every half hour all sorts of things
are 'PIFed': fridges, clothing, artwork, flowers,
jewellery, and once someone even paid the
grocery bill for another who couldn't afford to
feed her family.
Although I've written before about online
groups, I thought this one was a great
example of how local communities, even in
busy and sprawling urban areas like Sydney,
can be brought together online. If we in the
Valley put our heads together, who knows
what we could achieve?
One social worker posted a request for
guitars to give to his clients with mental
illnesses who could not afford to buy their
own. I happened to have an acoustic guitar I
no longer played and so PIFed it to him. He
picked it up from my house and the next day
posted a story on the page about how happy
the guitars made the receivers. My good
deed done for the day.
I guess I can officially call myself a PIFer.

Wildlife Rescue South
Coast (WRSC)
formerly NANA
phone 0418 427 214
covers Kangaroo Valley
and South Coast to
Ulladulla.
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Bowls report

The 2015 Club Championship Triples
was played on a very fast green, and
was a match that would have done any
green and club proud. Before the match
opinions as to which team would take
the Championship were many and
varied.
The contesting teams were the
formidable combination of Adam Rigney
as lead, Luke West second and Rod
Loosemore as skip against Ben Watson,
Jim Abbott and Terry Bezant. Up until end
8 the match was even, and then the
Loosemore team on end 9 scored seven
counters, and to some a winning break,
but the Bezant team had other ideas and
managed with very accurate bowling to
score on all but two of the remaining
ends and take the Championship 32 shots
to 17. Congratulations are extended to
both teams on providing a match that
showed most of the shots that can be
employed in a game of bowls.
Social bowls on Wednesday 22nd July
produced some very competitive matches. A
pairs game of note saw Bob Dunn and Derek
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Raymond share the ends 10 to 11 with
Harry Harrop and Peter Webb, but still went
down by three shots. Another game that
kept the score board ticking saw Brian
Povey and Jingles Chittick lead until end 17,
but good bowling by Mick Vassallo and
Terry Hayes allowed them to take the game
over the final four ends. In the triples match
of the day Ian Parr, Ken Crocker and Barry
Dunn were victorious on nine of the 20 ends
played but lost to Lindsay McNamara, Peter
Haddon and Steve Kellett who only had
single counts on four of the 11 ends they
won.
Social bowls on Saturday 25th saw Lindsay
McNamara, Bob Dunn and Derek Raymond
take an early lead, but between ends 11 and
15 they lost their form and allowed Robbie
Sharman (visitor), Rick Attard and Phil
Chittick to take over and take the match. A
pairs game saw Barry Dunn and Terry Hayes
battle for the entire game to keep in contact
with the scoring by Harry Harrop and Geoff
Lidbetter and, despite a surge over the last
six ends, they failed by one shot.
On Saturday 25th July Barry Dunn and Terry
Hayes were in a no win position at end 15,
but then regrouped over the closing ends to
only go down by one shot to Harry Harrop
and Geoff Lidbetter. Visitor Ken Chittick and
David Armstrong had a decisive victory over
Slim Ward, who was not bowling up to his
normal standard, and Arch MacKinnon. The
triples match of the day showed that a
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game of bowls can be played in two halves;
for the first nine ends Lindsay McNamara,
Bob Dunn and Derek Raymond had the match
in the bag, but from that point they appear to
have fallen in the ditch and allowed visitor
Robbie Sharman, who led for Rick Attard and
Jingles Chittick, to build up to take over and
win the match.
Wednesday 29th saw a good number of
members enjoying perfect weather
conditions, which has no doubt been
responsible for the welcome appearance of
Mick Vassallo, Jack Coleman and Rick Attard.
Jack Coleman found himself in a triples match
with Peter Haddon and Bob Dunn against Ian
Parr, Mick Vassallo and Bob Holdaway, who
was also making a welcome return after a
short medically enforced break. This game
went to the finishing line, but no doubt it was
Bob Holdaway's tactics that saw his team
take the game by three shots. In another
pairs game of note Keith Davidson and Laurie
Watson kept pace with Barry Dunn and Arch
MacKinnon, but were out-played by Barry
and Arch over the final few ends. The match
between the experienced pairing of Harry
Harrop and Tom Froggatt found their
opponents Ken Stephens and David
Armstrong in an unbeatable form on the day.
In another pairs game where the score did
not indicate the standard of play Ken
Crocker's attacking the jack allowed him and
his partner Jingles Chittick to out-play the
combination of Vince Kelly and Mark Power.

FOR ALL YOUR RURAL CONTRACTING REQUIREMENTS
Hay and
Silage sales

44 651 177

Direct drilling
Ploughing
Slashing
Weed
spraying
ChemCert
accredited
Consulting

Geoff and Tania Sharman
Geoff 0409 289 122

Tania 0409 289 123

Property
management
Rural fencing
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On Wednesday 5 August Ken Crocker and Mick
Vassallo, who has returned to play after an
extended break, had a great battle before
going down to Keith Davidson and Barry Dunn.
On Saturday the 8th a pairs game that proved
very competitive saw Daryl Goodger and Phillip
(Jingles) Chittick's accurate bowling take their
match from Larry Portener and Terry Hayes.
Wednesday 12th saw Slim Ward, Ken Stephens
and Jingles Chittick get away to a sizeable lead,
which was adequate to hold on for a win
despite a revival by Marlon Rea, Tom Froggatt
and Derek Raymond, whose team did the bulk
of the scoring over the final seven ends.
Another triples game saw Barry Dunn skip
Peter Haddon and Bob Holdaway to a victory
over Harry Harrop, Keith Davidson and Peter
Webb, despite this team scoring seven shots
on end 17 and winning all but one of the last
six ends. In a pairs game Bob Dunn and Rob
Folkard found Brian Povey and Terry Hayes
unbeatable on the day.
Saturday 15th produced some very
competitive matches. The triples match of the
day saw Tony Pye skip Gillian Portener and
Barry Dunn to a hard fought win over Shirley
Webb, Arch MacKinnon and Peter Webb
despite their scoring well over the final ends. In
the pairs Bob Dunn and Peter Delamont let
Tom Froggatt and Daryl Goodger develop a
lead that, despite taking the majority of the
final ends, they could not run down. Another
game of note saw Laurie Watson and Terry
Hayes claim victory on the final three ends

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

over Slim Ward and Adam Rigney. Harry
Harrop and Jingles Chittick on the day
could not hold Ken Chittick and Geoff
Lidbetter, and Larry Portener and
Wayne Skinner had the same result
against Edwina Skinner and Derek
Raymond.
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Bookings for Social bowls for Wednesday
and Saturday play should be made by
noon on day of play on telephone
0488 729 229.
Enjoy your bowls,
The Bias One

Tennis
A Division Tennis Finals, June 2015
Trophies were finally presented to the
A division finalists last week. As
happened last year, the A division
final in June was washed out and no
sets were played.
Consequently the A division winners’
trophies were awarded to Gavin Chittick,
Jacqui Szymoniczek, Sam Fritz and Gary
Mathews, the team that had performed
best throughout the competition and led
the point score by a good margin.
The runners-up trophies went to Yarran
Cox, Allan Harvey, Keith Learn and Rob
Bartrum.
Photos show the winners, Gavin Chittick,
Jacqui Szymoniczek, Sam Fritz and Gary
Mathews, and the runners-up, Allan
Harvey, Keith Learn and Rob Bartrum
(Absent; Yarran Cox).
Bruce Rodway

A Division Winners June 2015

A Division Runners-up June 2015

FOR ALL YOUR EARTHMOVING REQUIREMENTS
Dozers
Graders
Excavator
Trucks

44 651 177

Rural roads
House/Shed
sites
Clearing
Horse arenas
Dam design
and
construction
Decorative
Rock work

Geoff and Tania Sharman

Geoff 0409 289 122

Tania 0409 289 123
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

The Village Green Nursery
Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and
Ornamental trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and Hedging

Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice
“council carpark” Kangaroo Valley, open 7 days

Kangaroo Valley Security

Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

P 02 4465

e: info@rosemaryjohnson.com.au
w: www.rosemaryjohnson.com.au

All things gardens

*trenching
*post hole digging
*Driveway repairs
*Tree / hedge planting
*moving mulch, soil,
rocks
*retaining walls, rock
walls
*turfing
*we do gardens!

0439 456 356

2197

Design
Construction
Maintenance
Visit our website to see more, or email us
info@deliciousgardens.com.au

0439 456 356

www.deliciousgardens.com.au
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Electrical services and renewable
energy systems for your
home or business
Lic No: 46822C CEC Accredited: A3257263

P: 44 651 540
E:info@kangaroovalleysolar.com.au
www.kangaroovalleysolar.com.au

Mike and Cathy Gorman
MTA Member
Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089

John Wright
0411 619 179

Your Local Mechanic

Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley
Vehicle & Machinery Removal

All mechanical repairs

Licensed Stonemason and bricklayer
Garry J Matthews Licence number R90957
2 Rectory Park Way, Kangaroo Valley

Dry Stone Walls and all types of brickwork
Stone and brick paving
Stone and block retaining walls
40 years experience 30 years working in Kangaroo Valley

0410 315 954

Call Warren 0438 418 198 4465 1030

ROB PACKER POND & DAM
CARE





Algae & weed control
Pumps & filtration
Maintenance & repairs
Fish & plants

0409 550 741
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Painting and decorating

The Valley’s finest

Brian
Lic No 279971C
Mobile 0435473931

Paul Obern Arborist Services
Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience
Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding,
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous
Tree Removal – All Sizes
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No 0403610236
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

MR MIKE SPARKLE BRIGHT
Professional Window Cleaner
Both Residential and Commercial work undertaken.
All Types of windows cleaned including
Fly Screens, Window and Door Frames Tracks and Runners.
Very Reliable. Free quotes
ABN 50534685256

Ring Mike on
0406467026 or 0244466684

Horse Riding Arenas/Complexes
- Rubber Tracked Bobcat
Earthmoving
- 12T Excavator
Roads & Top Dressings
- All Fab Steel & Timber Fencing
Complete Farm Setups
- Truck Haulage & Transport
All Types of Road Bases/Soils
- Precision Dual Grade
supplied and delivered
Laser Grading System
Contact Tim: 0412 528 289
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Small Farm Field Days – a great ‘country’ day out
The 4th Annual Berry Small Farm Field
Days on Friday 11 and Saturday 12
September is shaping up as the biggest
yet with the Berry Showground booked
with exhibitors, ensuring a great country
day out for everyone attending.
Field Day Coordinator Paul Andersen said
one of the special features this year was
everything to do with gardening.
“The Garden Section will be set up like a
garden fair with a small garden to wander
through together with a variety of stalls from
which to purchase plants, tools,
wheelbarrows, garden art and more. Guest
speakers will be on hand throughout the day
to speak on a variety of garden related topics.
And, Jason Hodges from the TV program
Better Homes and Gardens will be making a
special appearance on the Friday. We hope
you come and browse and enjoy your time in
the Garden Area at the Small Farm Field Day.”
“And along with all of the small farm
machinery, ride-on mowers, country
fashionwear and numerous farm animals on

display there is something for everyone.
Various agricultural experts are also on
hand to help those interested in learning
more, along with demonstrations and
educational talks. The Careflight helicopter
simulator is back again which is hugely
popular with the kids, as is all of the
chooks on display,” Paul said.
The Field Days are on all day Friday and
Saturday, 11 and 12 September at the

DIRECTORY continued

Christopher Cook—Dental Prosthetist

“Pineview Cottage” 160 Old South Road, Bowral 2576
(02) 4862 1046
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
CARING, PERSONAL SERVICE
NO REFERRAL NEEDED FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

Kangaroo Valley
Markets
are held on the 2nd Saturday
every month
8.30 a.m.-2.30 p.m.
at Osborne Park
with proceeds going towards
the Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival.
For more information contact
Jane Richter 0401 322 179 or
Stuart Leslie 0412 288 923
or email kvmarkets@gmail.com

Berry Showground. Entry is $10 per person,
with children under 15 free.
The major sponsor again this year is the
Berry Vet Clinic (with Anthony and James,
the stars from the Lifestyle Channel Show
The Village Vets appearing throughout the
two days).
Further details can be obtained from the
Club’s website www.berryrotary.org.au
or by calling 4403 0300.

HAIRDRESSER
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The Arts Lab Upper River Hall officially launched
What a fabulous weekend.
Thank you people of Kangaroo
Valley, and beyond, for coming
out to support the events over
our launch weekend.
Every event was well attended,
and Sunday’s fascinating inconversation with Michael Caton
and his new film Last Cab to
Darwin was a sell-out!
Everyone loved the film and
everyone loved Michael. How lucky
are we that he was able to be there
to share his stories, along with the
film’s director Jeremy Sims,
producer Greg Duffy and actress
Emma Hamilton.
On Friday night That Sugar Film was
a sweet treat and generated lots of
discussion following the film with
Dr Rosemary Stanton and Anna

Kaplan, the film’s impact producer.
Damon Gameau, the film’s
director, even sent a special
message to the Kangaroo Valley
audience, which was played
following the film!
And on Saturday night Montaigne
was incredible and completely
captivated the standing room only
audience, following a great
support set by Le Pie.
A weekend with something for
everyone – the food was great, the
weather was spectacular, the hall
was cosy and The ARTS LAB was
launched - with the promise of
more great things to come. Stay
informed about upcoming events
and join our mailing list at
www.artslab.com.au.
Sarah Butler

Top: Dr Rosemary Stanton, Sarah
Butler and Anna Kaplan, the
impact producer of That Sugar
Film during the Q and A following
the film.
Above: Ian Darling interviews
Michael Caton
Right: Montaigne @ The Harvest
Lounge - was incredible!
Lots of conversations going on at The ARTS
LAB Upper River Hall

PUBLIC NOTICE
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (within the Office of Environment and
Heritage) are conducting a 1080 fox baiting program in the Kangaroo Valley
and Budgong areas for the protection of the Endangered Brush-tailed Rockwallaby. This baiting has flow-on benefits for other local wildlife and
livestock. The baiting is conducted on various private properties, NPWS
estate, Sydney Catchment Authority estate and vacant Crown land. All bait
stations in this program are permanently baited throughout the year.
This baiting will be conducting using both 1080 buried baits and 1080
capsules in ejector devices at the bait station locations. All properties being
baited are sign posted with the baiting dates and an indication of which
baiting methods are being used on each property. Dog owners are reminded
to ensure their dogs do not wander as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080
poisoning. A map indicating the approximate location of each bait
station is available at www.rockwallaby.org.au
Last Cab to Darwin director Jeremy Sims and
star, Emma Hamilton at the Q and A following
the film

For any further information please contact Melinda Norton, or
Juliet Dingle at the NPWS Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy Falls
on (02) 4887 8244.
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Claim the date! - 2015
October 3

at 7pm Australian Art Quartet Kangaroo Valley Hall

October 16-18

Folk Festival Osborne Park

March 5, 2016

Valley G’day

2016

Osborne Park

Organisations are invited to use this page to claim the date for any events they are
planning, so as to avoid doubling up and clashes with other groups

Wot’s on in the Valley - September
September 3
KVer’s at the Church of the Good
Shepherd hall from noon
September 14
from 6pm

Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

Mon/Tues
(4th week )
Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)

September 26 Thirteenth Annual Buster Keaton
Silent Movie Show

Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands
4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 9 am
Mon 1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585

Lions Club. Jason Horton 4465 2222

Tues

Thurs (2nd)

P. and C. Meeting – KV School

Fri (2nd)

View Club General Meeting and Luncheon – 12 pm
– locations as advised

Sat (last)

Weekly events

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed
Neil Breeze Home 4465 1005 Mobile 0458 453 546
Environment Group – 6 pm – The Gallery. Peter Stanton 4465 1688
A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Suzanne Greer,
0414084606
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Working bee.
Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147 for confirmation and location of
meeting place.

Pre School Meeting
Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm Proceeds to Alzheimer's Australia
4465 2001
KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon Garth Chittick 4465 1367
KV Pioneer Settlement Trust meeting 9 am to 10.30 am
Elaine Apperley 4465 2026

Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)

FIG’s AGM at The Friendly Inn

September 18 - October 4 Escape Artfest Milton
Ulladulla

Monthly events
Mon (1st)
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Tues
Tues

Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482

Sun (2nd)
Kangaroo Valley Farmers Markets
Sun (last)
Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140
Sun (varies) KV Pony Club (in Osborne Park) contact Victoria Salkeld 4465 2520

Bi-weekly events
Wednesdays daytime twice monthly and Wednesdays
(at night once monthly)
Guided meditation 6-15 pm to 7-45pm
Patsy Robb 44 651 626 Mobile 0432 522 030

6 –8pm and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
Rose Andrews 44 651 364
Cuppa and kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Yoga at KV Hall 9.30-10.45am and
6- 7.15pm (call Vasudha 4465 1093)
KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm
and meetings 1st Monday of each month at
7:30 p.m.
Mass St Joseph’s 7 am
(NB No Mass on Fridays)
Pioneer Museum Park Conservation
Group from 9am finishing about 4pm
Ph: Werner Bayer 4465-1058
Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
The Friendly Inn 7pm
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact 44 651 364
Drama Classes for teenagers at
The KV Hall Wednesdays
5pm-6.30pm. Contact Jillian O'Dowd
0468 309 530

Thurs Yoga at KV Hall 1.30 - 2.45pm (call Vasudha
4465 1093)
Thurs 9.30am—11.30am Iyenga Yoga
Rose Andrews 44 651 364
Thurs Yoga Coffee at Jong Jo’s 11.30am onwards
Thurs 1-3 pm Women's Care and share Anglican Hall 44 651 585
Thurs children’s drama classes 3.30pm - 4.30pm.
Thurs Friendly Inn Garden from 9am (10am winter)
0409 661 534
Sat

Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 9 am

Sun

Anglican Church 4465 1585
8.30am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School

Thursday (1st and 3rd) Men’s Group
7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $48 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.

Please tick the appropriate box:

Your Mailing Address:-

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Name _________________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
Send to Angus Kennedy, Distribution Office, P.O. Box 6860, Kangaroo Valley, email to nundora2@bigpond.net.au. or “phone 44651225
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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EMERGENCIES
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327 Ambulance
000
P and C
Jill Good
4465 2973
13 1126
Public School
John Bond
4465 1182 Poisons
Scots College
Mike Pitman
4465 1089 Integral Energy 13 1003
13 1114
Anglican Church Andrew Patterson 4465 1585 Lifeline
Sunday School Jeanette Dumbrell 4465 2708 Fire
000
Catholic Church Parish Office
4423 1712 Storm and flood SES 132500
SPORTS and EXERCISE
CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
Bushwalking Fran Pritchard
4465 1599
CMR Institute Joan Bray
4465 1851 Cricket Club Hugh Sinclair 0435 001 294
4465 1448
Lions Club
Jason Horton
4465 2222 Fishing Club Vinnie Winch
V.I.E.W. Club Paula Woodney
4465 1375 Frisbee
Mark McLennan 0439 456 356
Amnesty Int. Libby Turnock
4465 1357 Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Environment Rosemary Johnson 4465 2197 Hockey Club Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Wildlife Rescue South Coast
0418 427 214
Melinda Mangold 0404 483 680
Wires
4862 1788 Pilates
Pony Club Victoria Salkeld
4465 2520
AGES and STAGES
Rowing Club Gerry Garrett
4465 1419
Cubs/Scouting Nicholas Carlile
4446 0591 Tennis Club
Bruce Rodway 4465 1756
Cuppa and kids Cecily Paterson
4465 1585 Yoga
Vasudha Rao
4465 1093
Iyengar Yoga Rose Andrews
4465 1364
OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Alcoholics Anonymous Rick 4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew Fitzsimmons
4465 1482
SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
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Budgong Community Group
Alex Cooke
0418 440526
Friendly Inn Garden (FIG)
Peter Brandis 0409 661 534
FYRE
Karen Harrison
4465 1699
KV Arts Festival Nick Minogue 0414 732 514
K.V.C.A. Barbara Woodney
4465 1117
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam 4465 1756
K. V. Sustainable Land Management Group
Jan Johnson
4465 1593
KVRFS Captain Neil Breeze 0458 453 546
4465 1005
K.V. Show
Suzanne Greer 0414 804 606
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
Iyengar Yoga Rose Andrews
4465 1364
Osborne Park/Hall Jacqui. Lenz 4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Tony Barnett 4465 1800
Rock-Wallaby Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Seniors Support Tony Barnett 4465 1800
Tourist Assn
Brenda Sambrook
0407 466 890
Upper River Progress Assn
upperriverhall@gmail.com
Group Secretaries - please check
and update details
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